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PREFACE 
During. the past three. years there has been a rapid develop-
ment ot the aviation industry 1n all sections of" the United States, 
muoh otwhich has occurred in the .three principal cities of" this ter-
ritory. st. Louis• .Wichita• and Kans~ City. The purpose of the pre-
sent stua.y·1s to anaiyze the development 1n Kansas City, to appraise 
the advantages ar disaclvantages· afforded. by the city ror the permanent 
develoi:-m.ent of the industry, and to compare with that in other centers. 
The term :ttKansas Ci tY" ·1s used throughout the thesis to in-
clude the .aeronautical activities of. both Kansas City •. Kansas, .and · 
' . . ,, . 'It 
~as Ci.ty, Missouri. .lhe analysis is made of' the combined induatry, 
criticisms and recommendations being directed to the industry as a 
. whole rather than to that in either of the respective cities. 
lhe Aoronautics Br.an.ch or the United States Department of 
Commerce and a number ot current magazines publish timely and authen-
tic inf'ormation on the general aeronautical industry, but a compar• 
at1vely small amount of information conceming the activities in any
particular center is available trom these sources. It has, therefore, 
been necessary to secure the material f"or this study from articles 
published 1n the lo~ magazines and newspapers end.through personal 
1nterriews. The da~a. secured from these local .sources have ·been ,rer-
ified insofar as possible and orily that information is presented whio~ 
1s believed to be correct. 
I am indebted to Professor J"ens P. Jensen for his aid in the 
arrangement and composition of this thesis and Wish to express my sin-
cere thankS to him. I also wish to express my appreciation to Dea?;l 
Frank T. stoQkton, who suggested the subject,, to the secretaries of 
the ~be;, of' Ca.µmerce organizations o~: bo*1,t Y:.ansas Ci ties, end to .. 
the aviation executives who, have given assistance in th~ preparation 
of the thesis. 
April, 1930 • c. H. 1-JcGregoi: 
CHAPTER . I 
HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT 
The indispensable forerunner ot civilization is transport-
ation. "Three fundamental developments have taken place in its his-
tory: first, the boat, ~uil t to float on water; second• the wbeel, 
made to roll on land, and third• the wing, fashioned to f'ly in the 
l air." 
The wheel end the boat have been utilized by man tor cen• 
turies; the wing in less than a quarter of' the present century; yet 
this last development has already become of sufficient importance to 
. . 2
be classit'"ied as one of the major industries or the nation. It may 
be as Rudyard Kipling has said of' this new form ot transportation, 
"It is the opening verse of the opening page of the chapter of' endless 
possibilities. n 
A. Early History. of Flight 
nThroughout the.history ot mythology and religion, the at-
tainment or flieht has been uppermost among the aspirations or man. 
-In most mythologies end religious systems, the supreme beings who 
ruled the universe were given their abode in a v~-ue region tar above 
the earth, and the ability to soar the atmosphere became an essential 
1. Biddleoombe, c. n., Major of' the Royal Air Forces, in an address 
berore the American Philosophical Society 1n 1928. 
2. so claaai!ied by Pynchon & company, investment bankers, and 
numerous others. 
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attribute or godliness •. 'Next to. immortality, flying was the one ele-
.. .. . ··. . ' .. ' l 
· ment that 'diff'er~ntiated a. deity from common mortals.u · 
Man's observatio~s of ~light were: first, the bird1 and
secom. the ascent of smoke. From these twc, types. of aerial movement 
there arose the two diyisions of aeronautics, namelr, aerosta:ti~n• the 
science of lighter-than-air era.rt, and aviation• the science of 
heavier-than•air craft. 
lhe earliest stories of' flight by rp.an are pure legend. But
it is certain that bef'ore 360 B. c. a flying model was actually con-
stru.ct~d for Aul.us Gellius said of it "in imi ta.tion of a dove made of 
wood. •• made to fly by regulate~ mechanics.u
DUring the ilid.d.le Ages 11 ttle, if' any• progress was made in 
mechanical. .flight. Due to certain religious concepts of the time, fly• 
·1ng, or the desire to fly, was looked uporf as blasphemous. Documents 
concerning flight were destroyed and the authors ptmished. EVen as 
late as the thirteenth centucy, Roger BE(Oon. was pronounced insane tor 
. 2
suggesting that man might some time actually fly 1 
Leonard D& Vinci, an Italian scientist, in his book "Cod.ex 
on the Flight of Birds" written in 15051 discussed many ot· the present 
,day problems of' flight. In this test he expounded tbs principles o'f 
, . . t.lie a1r~screw ,: now kn.own as the propeller, "stt'eam lining", and certain 
principles ot aerodynamics. "His explanation of' the motion ot a bird• s 
1. From an article "Human Flight Throughout the Ages" reprinted in 
the ,AMals .2t the American Academy: .2!: Political ~ Social 
Science• Vol. 39. 
2. From an article· by Dennis Farm.er in the Mentor• September, 1929. 
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wing has not hitherto been seriously challel1{1-ed• · our present lmowledge 
on that point has not materially progressed beyond his.n1 This scien-
tist is also given credit for-' the invention: of the parachute· a:n.d the 
designing of the first helicopter. 
ihe French succeeded in making the'first balloon ascension 
2in 1783. Sir George cayley,· an· Englishman•. is considered the pioneer 
in the development ot 'the glider9 the :forerunner of the modem air-
plane. Lilienthal., a German, developed the glider to a high degree· of' 
perfection. 
B. .Aeronautics Prior to the World war 
As :early as 1890• Clement Ider. a. French engineer, produced 
a "machine" capable of power driven flight. This contrivance was 
. later powered. with a 30 horse power ~team engine and in a test suc-
craeded in flying 164 feet. In 18961 Professor Samuel Langley, an 
.American, duplicated this success. A year ·la.ter, .Ad.er succeeded in 
~lying a model 1000 feet but in all -or these early attempts no means 
were available ~or the control ot the planes and 1n ea.ch test the 
mod.el craahed. 
Al.though lighter-than-air craft was the first to be used 
and perhaps to some extent simpler to operate, the Americans have 
shown comparatively little interest in e.erostation. With few except-. "
ions, the attention of' American aeronautical. leaders has been 
1. Annals !?.! the merican Aoadem:y gt. foli tical. ~ social §£1ance, 
.Vol• 39. 
2. Biddlecombe, c. R•t. memb~ Royal Air Forces, address cited above. 
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directed to tha development of heavier-than-a~r cratt. 
· Before 1890, Professor Langley, with the assistance of · 
1'.ianly, en engineer,. experimented with a gasoline engine to be used 
in a glider. In 1896, a motor was installed in a.·t1y1ng machine 
col.led the •aerodrame" and successful tests were made. 
Langley.appealed to congress tor tinencial assistance in 
. developing an ttaerodrome• capable of· carrying a man. Limited finan-
cial appropriations were made and a. test flight was attempted in 
c._a_~} _f_~J i~:~.f -· · · september, 1903. Theo~ device used to launch tlle plane
ffli\S not correctly constructed and the,. test was a. i'ailure. The plane 
has since, be~n proved capable of flight, but the first .failure came 
to be known as a classical f'all.acy, and Langley was ridiculed tor his 
experiments. 
America• s failure to fly heavier-than•nir craft was or 
short duration, for on December 17, 1903, less than three months 
· after Langley's :failure, Orville and Wilbur Wright succeeded in making 
· · the tirst controlled motor-powered plane flight at Ki ttyhawk, North 
Carolina. This epochal flight lasted 12 seconds and covered 120 feet. 
The possibilities of' aircraft in warfare were . ·early recog-
ni.zed.1 but govenunents were slow in accepting the airplane as a part 
ot the military equipment. Unt111he United states purchased the first 
government plane in 1909 no particular military development was made. 
From this date, however, the development was rapid and by 1914 all of 
the VJOrld powers maintained av1ation units as an integral part of the 
military organization. 
-s-
!he airplane for c1 vilian: purposes was also·· slow to be ac• 
cepted. The first airplane was sold 1n 1904 and only :five were sold 
for personal use in the next ten. years. 
At this · time there were 541 certified. aviation pilots in the 
world, ot which ·353 ware French and 26 American~, the·· two countries 
being at the topaud the bottom of 'the list respectivaly~1 
c. Effects of the War 
The V/orld War had a profound ef'tect on the development or 
the aviation industry. "Four yea.rs ot war produced results that would 
have probably required fifteen years of pea.ce."2 'Ihe Ae~nautical.'Bul• 
letin, No. I of March 15, 1928, summarized the ei"f'ect ot the War on 
the aeronautical industry in the :following words: "Many new aircraft 
factories -had:)been bnilt, hundreds of aeronautical engineers and de• 
signers were given an opportunity to demonstrate their skill, 10,000 
pilots were ta.ugh~ to :f'ly; nearly 17,000 planes were manufactured, 
scores of thousands of' artisans became skilled in aircraft production; 
all of mich created a personnel and ma.terial out or which was to 
develop the postwar aviation which differs so widely from EurOpean 
civil development. 
"With peace, no inconsiderable percentage of those who h8d 
been engaged 1n the manufacture of aircraft er trained as pilots be• 
came ectively interested in the civil possibilities. 




ttThe •air service.operator• $prallg naturally out of the war
experience• Hur.dreds· 0£ army and navy pilots, too young. to hava had ·
much business experience. found themselves with a great desire to con-
tinue in the allu..~ng field of flight •. As the government had thousands 
or sli;'plus planes and engines to be disposed of'.,. theso war.pilots, 
with others. created a oonsiderable market lUld they soon ·,developed. 
into a nation-wide group ot air propagandists largely responsible for 
such airmindedness of.' the American people a.sexists today, while at 
the same ·time they were putting the a1rp1ane to useful work. 
11 Tho war surplus of' planes ond engines thus en.a.bled many
hundreds of' civilian and ex-service 1>1lots to finally establish them• 
selves permanently in more or less profitable enterprises in as many
towns ot tho country, cairrying passengers on short rides, giving in• 
struotion in tlyil1g, doing aerial photography, mnld.ng cross-country 
flights 1n response to emergency or other calls, and generally devel• 
oping ~ commercial air service peculiar to. the United. Sta tea.· · 
"By the em :ef' 19~6 the war surplus of aircraft had_become 
about exhausted and there had. been marketed.. a number of.low-priced air• 
planes of entirely new construction still utilizing war surplus engines 
of lotr power. In 1927 the .new construction doubled, the ~. surplus 
ot engines neared exhaustion, and there was developed the cabin type 
' , 
· or airplane especially designed ter air transport, ·With modern higher 
p~1ered engine a. tr 
.D. Public Acceptance ot Aviation 
In spite of the role_played by aviation in the World War and 
the sale of the surplus aviation supplies to civilians, the American 
public as a whole showed little interest in the development of the in-
dustry as a commercial enterprise. The average American still consid-
·ered aviation as an exhibition and little, if any, thought was given 
to the practicability of' aeronautics as a means of transportat.ion for 
either business or pleasure. 
The public interest was 1ittle aroused until the world 
flight by the .kt.my' fliers was made in l924J even then, the interest 
did not become effective. America. was not consciously "airminded" 
until Colonel Charles Lindbergh made his spectacular flight in Mey, 
1927. ihen ca.me the Dole flight to the Ilawaiian Islands, the repeated 
attempts to span the Atlantic and the Pacific, the record bra.a.king en• 
durance flights, the air mail, scheduled air passenger transportation, 
round the world flight of the Graf" Zeppelin, end kind.red publicity 
activities until the public is today actually demanding air services. 
Daniel GUggenheim, :rounder of the Gugge~eim Foundation tor. 
the Promotion ot Aeronautics, said in a.recent article,1 "We have 
heard much a.bout ta:irmindedness• in the past year. This state ot mind 
now Eq>pea.rs to be en accomplished. fact." 
This awakened public interest is best evidenced by the groat 
growth in the production and sale of airplanes, end the resulting ex• 
tension of passenger, mail, and express services. Up 1D 19259 almost 
1. This article appeared 1n tho Kansas Q.!.tv:. ~ 1n October, 1929. 
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the .entire airplane production consisted of military planes and even 
in that year the military production acco'llllted for seventy per cent of 
the total prod.uction1: but: in 1927 this percentage had declined to 
thirty-three per cent and in 1928 to less than twenty-five per cent. 
When:aecurate statistics shall be available f'or the 1929 production9
;, 
there wi1lno doubt still be some decline in the proportion or military 
units to units tor civil use. 
Table I, presented. below, shows the rapid development V4tich 
resulted from the a.wakened public interest. It. should also be noted 
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1. Estimates tumished by MaJor.Clarence M. Young, Assistant Secretary 
ot commerce tor Aeronautics. 
2. As of December 2,. 1929. Reported by Department of Commerce an!.
published in Airway /)Ji§. for .January, 1930, page 38. 
s. For the nscal year ending June 30,. 1929. No later data availo.ble. 
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Paralleling this remarkable gro-rrth in the production and ser• 
Vice fields was the great increase in the price of aviation securities. 
Before Colonel Lindbergh's tlight, the stock ot the Wright Company .sold 
at 25. In l928 it rose from 69 to 2891 and .in -the same period that ot 
Curtiss rose from 53 to 192:l-•1 
i. E. Norqui1;3t, president ot the Butler Aircraft Company of 
Kansas Ci tyt says or the growth ot the industry: "7\vo .. and one halt
· years ago you oould have bought control in the five leading airplane 
atJd·aircrat"t.engine plants tor ten or twelve million dollars. Today 
you coUldn• t touoh control at eny price. Vii thin the past three years 
more than one hundred titty Jnillion dollars has been put into the in-
dustry. And these figU.rea are only estimates. They'll be muoh larger 
tomorrow-.- The air age has come upon us. Aviation is no longer box• 
kite tly1ng 0 a game, a stunt, or an exhibition. It is a great indust• 
ry ~- the most revolutionary ot the v1orld." 
E. Aviation Development in Kansas c:Lty
'l.'he history of e.viation in Kansas City dates back to about 
1919 for there was no aeronautical,aotivity until af'ter the world"War. 
An oooas:1.ona.l plane visited the city. but the1:e was scarcely enough 
activity to even be considered a nucleus ot the present day industry. 
Attet' the War, several army pilots returned to the City and
with a few ot the old war planes began t'lying operations 1n a small 
wa:,. Among these pioneers ot the industryw,ere: John K. LaGrone, 
l. Gold.en~. JUne, 1928• page 54. 
· • 11 -··
Verne Hyde• Beeler Blevins. Bl,;iine M. TU:xhom, n. Montgomery, Ben Gre-
gory, end James M. Cobu.""?l.
John K. LaGrone, 1ntern~t1onally known as "Tex11 LaGrone0 
~ame to Kansas City in 1919 in one of the old war•time tr~ning ma ... 
. chines. He had started his flying career in California in 1911 and 
had served as an flJ:my' instructor from 1916 to 1919. Mr. LaGrone
brought a.wealth ot aviation experieno~ to Kansas City• and has since 
been actively affiliated with. the industry in this center. 
Another men, Dr. Jolm a. outland, oftentimes referred to as 
the nFa ther of l{ansas ·· City's commercial- Aviation" • purchased a standard. 
ai'rplane• pO\vered with a war-time H:l.sso engine in 1920. "Tex" LaGrone 
wo.s employed as the pilot or this plane and to this d.a.y a. sort or un-
wrt tten partnership exists ~etween these pioneers of the' industry in 
Kansas city.1 To these two men, Kansas C1ty owes muoh. No history ot 
the aeronautical aotivitiesot the city would be complete without men-
tion ot these "blazers ot the air trails". 
The· first real t1y1ng field was :ln swope l?arlt :l.n the summer 
or 1919. A ye.er later the "Old Kela.stross Place» at 85th end Holmes 
Streets was used as a landing field. In 1921• the American Legion 
field was established. in wha.t is now an exclusive residential section 
ot the Country Club district.' There were no hangars and no service 
facilities or any kind at any·or these tields. 
The first air circus to be seen in Kanae.a City was held at 
the American Legion tield in 1921. 
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Lon Grower, Bw:ld· Knapp, James Cobw:n• and· R. I!ontgomery 
established a flying circus in the early 20's and used a cleare~·plot 
of ground in an area -covered.with trees and underbrush as a. landing 
:field ·and general headquarters. The planes were tied to f'enceposts 
as there were no buildings or any kind on the field. This field, now 
. known as Fairfax Airport• is reputed to be one: or the :finest airports 
l. 
in America· today•·
, E. J ~· sweeney,· in 1925, leased a part of' this landing area., 
then known as·Fairfax:·Field, and started a· flying schoo1.
2 The Sweeney 
school was the 1'1rst· to construct any kind of building on the i'"ield. 
The twobu.il.dings then constructed are still in use at.the new airport. 
Although these early activities may seem rela~ively unimport-
ant in comparison with the aeronau tioa.l a.ct1 vi ty that is common today, 
they for.med· the basis i'"or the substantial growth which has taken 
place within the pa.st. few months• a development which has been so 
~ked·tb.at Kansas City now has a definite place on the air map of the 
United States. 
The city is now served by nine transport companiest among 
which are representatives of· the largest companies operating. Two
airports, one ot which is w1thin one and one half miles of . the center 
,ot the lWlsas City• liissour11 : business district, and another less than 
.a mile from Kansas City, Kansas.· provide every service and convenience 
demanded by the air traveler and. his equipment. Four airplane factor-
1. Information supplied by J. K. La.Grona. 
2. fSansas City Star, July 31, 1929. 
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ie& and one glider :f'actory are n~w on a pn,duation basis; three add-
itional airplane manufacturing companies have been organized and: ex• 
pect to beb"1n production within a few months~ Seven :flylng acllools• 
three welding schools, and one.specialized engineoring school of'f"er 
aeronautical. instr1..1etion in their respective fields. A renta:L. plane 
service. one of the only_ two in existence in the world• ·of'tera a. aer• 
vice unique in tlie field. Several accessories companies and manufact-
urers of accessories are operating in conJlL."1.Ction with the -other 
aviation activities ot the oity. .Aerial taxi,- mapping, and photo-
graphy services are provided by the CUrtiss-'wright organization· and .. 
by.private operators. 
CIIAPTER II 
KANSAS CITY PS AN AERONAUTICAL CENTER 
lbe. remarkable development that has been made in the aero-
nautical industry in the past three years was indicated :ln the preced-
ing chapter. Similar development, but perhaps not ot such immediate 
magnitude, ha.s been observed. in the other major industries, particular-
·,
ly in those of the railroad and automobile. In each of these, the
rapid development made reorganizatio11 and readjustment necessary be• 
tore the i~ustry was established on a basis which could be considered 
permanent. 
Kansas City, as well as a number ot other cities in the 
United States, has made a rapic'.i_ growth in the number of aeronautical 
corporations tonned and 1n the increased transportation and production 
facilities ottered by these companies. The development has been so 
rapid and yet so general in all sections that the cities, in which any 
appreciable amount ot growth has taken place, have adopted.such slo-
gans as "The Air Cap1 talt1 1 tt1,Ihe Heart of the Aviation Industry", and 
similar phrases f'or edvertising purposes.1 nia.t some ot these titles 
are not accurate• perhaps misleading in a few instances, and that a 
part of the development in these various centers has resulted in·over-
expansion, can be Justifiably concluded. 
'llte aviation industry' is so recently developed that no spe-
cif'ic economic laws have been formulated for its various details, but 
0
l. ~enty•three cities claimed some such_ titles in respec.t to the 
aviation industry 1n 1928. 
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sinca aviation activity is fundamentally no different from other modern 
industrial aot1 Vity engaged in similar functions, those tac-tors which 
have made f'or the greatest development in the latter should, at least 
to a considerable extent, also make for the greatest d.evelopment .in the 
different phases or aeronautics. It is therefore the purpose of this 
chapter to analyze those f'ootors which 1 t is believed are essential to 
the permanency of the aeronautical industry,. and to detemine. if' poss• 
ible, the relative advantages or disadvantages afforded by Kansas City 
tor the :n;iost complete develo!)lrlent of the industry. The chapter is 
divided into two parts, the first devoted to a consideration of the 
production of aircraf'tt and the second. to flying activities. 
A. Factors in Aircraft Prcxluction 
Many f'a.ctors must be considered in determining the location 
of' aircraft manufacturing units, but it is believed. that the more 1m• 
portant of' them are; (l) the proximity of the raw materials tor use in 
manutacture, (2) the adequacy of labor and its wages. (3) the supple-
mentary means of trensport..at1on1 particularly that of the railroad.9 
(4) available factory si·tes,and costs, and (5) climatic conditions. 
J2!§t£ihutiop at Ai-~ FfM?tories. In the early stages ,or 
the automobile .indttstry-1 ·ntunerous small manufacturing units were est• 
ablished in all sections of the United states, seemingly little, if' 
any, serious consideration being'given tC> those economic factors vmicb. 
would make f'or the most efficient produot1on and for the permanency of 
the industry in the given center. A similar co611t1on has been ob-
served in the rad.10 industry, , and the present co:.ndition in the man• 
:,ut'acture of ~craft indicates that the experience in the automobile 
and radio. industries is being paralleled in aviation. · 
The' number ot aircraft manufacturing establishments, the
:scattered sections in wh1Ch they· are located, a:nd the limited. product-
ion ot. many of the establ1~onts .are. indicated. in Table 11.1 ·· Even 1n
this report, the eondi tion is not adequately sl1own, :tor tho information 
is incomplete. Eleven factories were roported.tn·~ ~ or June· 1,.
1929, by. the Aeronautica.l ·Tr.ad.a Directory but the --1:?"elow table .. records 
only seyen. · A similer condition was known to exist in lJissouri and
no ·doubt existed in other states as well. 
l. Table prepared by the United States Department of Labor and pub• 
lished in Monthlz J;J;sot RevieYl• AUgust, 1929• . 
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Table II 
Comparative Number o-r Firms Manut"e.cturing Airplanes, with. 
1928 ~oduction and Employees0: June l, 1929 
Firms Firms Number planes &nployees 
state Dec. 31, June 1, manufactured June 1, 
;!928 1929 1928 1929 
Alabama. 1 35
.Arkansas l l 49 155 
California. 8 12 141 1,605 
Colorado l l 342 374 
Connecticut 2 85 
Delaware 1 1 25 250 
Illinois 7 8 297· 239 
Indiana l l 8 29 
Iowa l l .3 7
Kansas 7 7 858.-- 1,037 
Maryland. 2 2 103 244 
Massachusetts 1 200 
Liich1gan.. 10 12 200 1,597 
111nnesota l 1 20 50 
Missouri 5 7 470- !'9.._"'t 805
Nebraska 2 2 176. 240 
New Jersey 3 4 7 J,017 
New York 13 15 1.~o 4,396 
Chio 4 7 821 1,020 
· Cklahoma 3 4 77 195 
Oregon l 1 l 10 
Pennsylvania 2 3 83 529 
Rhode Island 1 1 7 14 
Texas l 1 5 5
Washington l l 146 1,371 
West Virginia l 2 2 440 
Wisconsin l 2 25 156 
Total 78 101 4,886 16,105 
The present manufa.ctuting situation :than is one ot small 
factories scattered throughout the nation. Al though the economic :re.ct• 
ors mak1.ng for the most eft1c1ent production have not yet been worked 
out, there is ample Justification f'or the conclusion that many of 
these f'e.ctories have been located with little recard for those·con-
ditioris which have been fotwd essential in the development ·or ·other 
· major industries. The principal reason for tllis situation iti -no doubt 
; . the fa.ct that ·av1at1on 1llal'ltlfactur1ng has, ·to date/been .supported. al-
. most entirely by local. ca.pi ta1. 
source .!!t Materials. The materials used in the manufacture 
··. ot. airplanes and. ].)arts come principally from :raotories located in the 
•. '
· ea.stem section ot the United: States. Duralumin and steel tubing, wire 
'., .,
and. sheets are made 1n Ohio ~ Pennsyl va.ri.iaJ airplane- cloth· is man-
· utactured. in Virginia, New England and New J'ersey; engines and. parts 
. are manui"aotur.ed 1n New Jersey, ca.J.if'omiat Connecticut end ,J!ic~gan; 
rubber tires and hose originate in Akron, Chio, and ;Detroit•: Uichigan; 
·spruce comes principally from Washington; · enamels, dopes, instruments 
_and parts are· largely manufactured in the East.1 
Kansas City and the: immediate territory ·· surrounding the city 
supply none or these materials to the industry. Two compani~s supply 
dopes, lacquers and paints, but the local ·airplane manufacturers do 
. ,. 2
not generally Use the products of these companies. 
Thus,.: it can be concluded that Kansas City is not advantage• 
·. ously located .to the source °! materials used ;n the manute.ct~e oir
.ed.rcraft •. Hor1ever, .such a condition is not so· serious as might at 
. first be. supposed for labo;' is'~· more '1mpor"ta.nt element in the build-
ing of an airplane. than the actual ~tepal. that. goes into it. 
1. RePor~ gt the Merohe.nts Association ~ l!m! York City. Data var• 
1f1ed from &3ronautics Trade 1)1reotor:v; and interviews with Kansas 
Cit:, ma.nuracturers. .. . 
2. Q:ily one company was found' that used the.se materials to ~ extent. 
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u+bor !n. Aircraft fJanµfacture. Hand labor is used almost . 
exclusively 1n the present manutacturing methods. Kansas. City manu-
facturers estimate that hand labor accounts tor approximately 90 per 
cent oi" 1he total labor used in the construction ot an airplane. some 
of the processes require skilled labor t but· much of the work can be 
done by a type which might be termed semi-skilled,· tor the tasks are 
relatively easily loamed. 
No labor shortage has been encountered. by ~rplane manufact• 
ur1ng companies in F..ansas City. Representatives ot the companies are 
of ihe general opinion that no shortage Will result in the immediate 
future at least. Practically all of the companies have a surplus or 
applications tor positions of all types. Women are entering the fact-
ories~ being employed, in fabrication work at present.1 'Ibi~ condition 
Will no doubt still further increase the surplus of labor available in 
the entire aeronautical. industry. One representative has suggested 
that labor naturally gravitates towards Y..ansas City because of' 1ts 
central location. 
Table III shows the wages for the dif'f'eren t types of labor 
used 1n the manufacturing processes of' aircra.f't in several a.via tion 
centers. This material was prepared at the close of 1927 but slight 
change has been noticed in wages since that date so that they are 
·1. Women are reported to be more adept at this \VOrk then men. 1.hey 
are now employed 1n factories in other cities, notably in the · 
Ryan factory at st •. IDuis. 
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. . l 
probably suffio,iently accurate tor comparative purposes. 
Table . III··· 
··Average Hourly Earnings - ·Aircraft Industry. 1927· · 
. l)1strict · -Welders· Aasemblymeri . Wood. workers Unskilled 1abo.r 
:eutta.J.o .eo. .75 .45 
Detroit .•90 ~60 .60 .so 
KANSAS. CITY ·_•.75 .75 .75 .40 
:Philadelphia .so .ao .95 .45 
New.York .oo .so .ao .45 
san Diego .75 .70 .75 .25 
St. LOuis .so .ss 
Wichita. .75 .61 .65 .38 
'' . ·2 .- - -Average .62 . '~'71 .75 .40 
A study of this. table .reveals a.. favorable wage situation 
Wit1l. a conseq.uent low labor cost for the Ira.nsas City manufacturer. as 
•. ' '
compa.red .. with those mauutacturers ·or the other aeronautical centers 
considered in this re_port. 
Open · shop condi.tions pr~vall throughout Kansas City, eighty• 
. 3
five per cent. of the industrial concerns operating on that basis. In•_ 
d.ustries have be~n unhampered by strikes, lockouts and other industrial 
distwzbances ·as 1s continned by. the. statement, nniere have been c>nly 
seven strikes since la~, ~ none since l92l."4 .· A slight labor,,dis-
turbance occurred a.t the LOose•Wiles plant in September of this year 
~I ' ' ' ' ' ' ' '
1. It has been impossible to secure accurate data tor the past two 
pars. o:r the several agencies ~itten tor verification or the 
. above data, three reported no change end. ono a slight change to 
lower rates but gave no statistics. 'lhe material was originaJ.ly 
~-· prepared by the Merchants Association of' New York City and pub• . 
lished in 1928. _ 
2. ~proximate averages. Decimal. parts of a. cent disregarded. 
3. ~ !II.. Kansas Ci t:t Facts, prepared by Kan.so.a City Chamber ot Commerce• 
4. ~ 9!. Kansfe§ ~ Facts, prepared by Kansas City Chamber of' Commerce. 
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but this was ot minor importano~. lhe labor'fnnlover among manutactur• 
ers employing more than one hundred empl~s is reported as :f'our and
two•tenths per cent. ntese facts would indicate a .favorable labor 
situation 1n the city. 
&1lroad Tr{lnsporta.tion Fac111tios. Transportation 1a a 
factor that can partially ottset or add to the disadvantage of dis• 
-tance from the source ot materials. Railroad transportation fac11-
1t1es are, without question, the most important or all transportation 
means affecting the aviation industry 1n Kansas C1 ty. The city is now 
~ by thirteen trunk line railroads, with thirty-two subs1d1~1es. 
The proposed consolidation plan of the Interstate commen::e Commission 
1s expected to ofter addi t1onal railrood t"acili~ies to the ,oi ty•
1he means for transporting manufactured. products f'rom the
city are of equal importance. Planes are usually listed at fly-away• 
factory prices but they are most often crated and shipped by express 
:where the dest1na.tion 1B IJ1lY great distance from the factory. Kansas
City has a. mo.rked advantage in shipp1ng to the southwest. A P"Pula-
tion or fifteen million people is said to be served at lower trans-
porto.tion coat :trom Kansas City than from .eny other of the larger 
-cities.1 However, the city is at a serious rate disadvantage in ship-
ping to the Ee.Stern centers, parti.cularly is it a~ a competitive dis• 
2
advantage W1th Chicago and st. I.outs. 
1. Ip:1.uqtr1a1 ™ fial1dbgok. 
a. ISAP@as cities. July 15, 1929. 
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It should be noted that this rate disadvantage applies to 
freight \Vhieh is parhaps or doubttul importance in the industry under 
present cmdi tions. · en ~· wbble··,·. -as City ls at. least as fawra.bly 
: ·lcca.ted a.a .regards adequate ·iransporlat1on· tacilitie~ as· ar~ any of the
. other aircraft manu£acturing oenters·or· the Siddle West·1 wftn' the pos- · 
s1bie exception of· st. LOuis. 
·: ·fagtoa·s,te~. lna.ustriai· sites ere ~1~l>ie -a.~ices 1ow-
.• r 'twm-·those of Eastern cities .tmd in most cases lo~r than those of 
th& ·Pacific Coast ·centers.· . Sites ~ also avail~ble fo,;· le~-a ·on 
both Fairfax and ·1&un1~1pai· Airports. ·These sites are clo~~ly located 
·to: the centers ot . the business ..:districts·. of1 the . two ~i ties anc1· ·are 
served by railroad terminal fa.oilities. Perhaps in no one ot the
'larger citiea·'ef" the countri·~·:1ndustrial sit~s for airplane £actor-
• ... '. . .. •·, . . . . 1 
·lea located in such olose proximity to the business districts. 
Qjm4t1q, <cw4it19tia. lt is probab1e that· climatic com-
itlons have slight direct effect· tin -aircraft manufacturing. Although
Kmasas City experiences certain extremes ot teapera.ture, modern tect-
.. ocy bulla.ings permit continuous manutacturtng act1v:ttY throughout the 
year. ' ' '!he . general. weather -cOndi tions -~~- B\'lQh that the testing of 
'ft
Be Factors Atteoting Flying Activities .. 
< ,, , •, ,, , , ' ' ' I ' ' , ... ' • ' ' .' a ..._ ~ . . e' ' , ' . i , ... i '. <
'lhe conditions ~acting the extent _ot .flying ;act~vi:ties are 
• ... ' ,•' '', ! •·• •• > :•A ' •' ,"''' ,. > • •. '• ' • ! < ,(, </
not identical with those attect_ing ~ manufacture o-r. aircraft,. ·f'or 
•• ' ' - ' . l ' ~ .\ • • • • • • " • ~ • ,,. :, ' ·- .. • . •' • ,, • • ' . • - • • - •·• -· : • 
' 
1. These conclusions are bas~ on interviews with manufacturers ot 
Kansas City and. re:ports ot the Chamber ot Commerce. 
the two. phases o~ the aeronautical industry, al though closely related, 
a.re iundamentally ditterent. . .As in manufacturing, all of the economic
£actors o£ air transportation,· whether ot private or commercial flying, 
have, not been determined, but among those known to be mora important 
are: (1) the topographical end geographical. conditions et a territory; 
(2). the general weather conditions and the facilities f'or gathering 
and reporting weather: ·inf'ormation1 (3) the supplementary means. ot 
transportation and the development ot such ;teoili~iesr, (4) state reg-
Ula.tocy restriotionsJ and (5) the standard. of living ot the people 
. mthin the territory. 
topographical. ~ ~og;:e,lµpp.J. COpdit1ome. . Topographical. 
features largely determine. the extent ot aeronaut1oal activity i.n a 
.given territory. Sountains, .f'orests, large bodies of water, and de""·
. uerts 0'£fer real hazards to .aviation 1n its · present stage ot .develop-
ment. 'Ihe Great Plains region, 1n which r~s City is centrally lo• 
oated, presents as fet1, if' not rewer. or these hazards than does ··e;ny
other great territory 1n the United. states. 
· A centrally located geographical pos1ti.on would seem to be
des1rab1e. al though a location near the population center ml8ht be ot 
more ~ue. xansas City is the largest c1ty located close to the geo• 
graphical center ot the United states. The fact that the center o'I:
pepulation is continuing to move westward means that in time· I!ansas 
city will be much cloner to tllAt center also. By air from l{ansas City, 
Boston 1s 16 hours, New York, 14 hours; Chicago• 4 hoursJ Detroit• 
7. hoursJ Clewlan:1• ? hoursJ .U>s .Angeles,, l3 hoursJ San Francisco, 
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'' .· . ' ' ' ' 1 17 hours, Dallas, 6 hours; .and Salt lake City• .10 hours. Wich1 ta am.
st • .LOui.s•· both important aviation centers.· pemaps -of£er almost s1m-
1le.r edvantages .but 'flith a distance d1f'terentiel. ot l. 71 and 274 miles,
respectively • 
.IAQiinr; fi91Ut1es. Closely ·CODl'lected. w1th tha features of
the country .ar-e tha available landing field tac111ties. On June 30, 
1929, the four. sta.teswhich surround Kansas City had 121: airports of
. 2
VJh1ch Kansas hail. 33; Iowa 41J Nebraska 28; and Missouri 19. The den-
sity ·Of landing fields to tho "territocy ot these states is less than
that of' approximately a third ot the states of the Union. However, 
this tloes not neoeasarily imply tbat the fee'1lit1es,a.re more inadequate 
~ tour states 1n which emergency landings cannot be made .and. in 
which passengers would be a &mgerous distance fr<>m population centers• 
. .
ffle;tqgrologlof!l gongJ.tiong. Id.verse meteorological conditions 
present one ot the greatest problems ot aviation. In.proved flying 
equipment and increased skill of pilots have overcome the weather has• 
·erd "to a considerable extent, but many meteorological. problems ere yet 
to be solved. 3 nie National .Advlsory conm1 ttse on. Aeronautics report• 
ed. in 1928 . that atmospheric conditions· are responsible for more thmi
1. SOhedule furnished by Fai~ax Airport otf'icials. 
a. As reported. by the statistical number of. £>nation. October s. 1929. 
. This number 1s no doubt lower tl1an the number ot ltmding fields 
aYallable, tor many new ports were established. in the eerly sumner 
months am. were not yet listed at the time ot the rep:>rt. 
3. 13la1r• William.R., HaJor u. s. Signal Cox-ps ... 
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one-tenth ot the fatalities 1n a.v1at1on.1 One transport COtlll>anyhad
420 forced laniings due 'to adverse weather conditions as compared to 
. 2
55 from mechonical failure. 
·ntere are two chief> weather elements Vihich enter into aa:te 
m'd profitable air transportation: visibility and wind.s Fog9 smoke•· 
:mn· certain cloud. formations make up the first danger; tonwdoes1 ana-
katobats, 4 and other Wind conditions make tor the second.. Thunder-
storms, lightning, tmd. ice torma:tiono are other dangers of aerial act-
ivity. Information has been gathered and is here presented for the 
purpose ot comparing the meteorological. conditions 1n Kansas City w1 th 
those 1n other aeronautical centers: 
1. statement published by Los Angeles Chamber of Commerce, July• 1929• 
a. Hinsbur:r, F. c. • Chief' Engimer, u. s. Airways Division. 
3• . Carpenter, Ford Aot meteorologist. 
4•. Up and down rushes ot wind•
- ..25a.• 
Table IV 
}!eteorological conditions, in T.tl~• Principal. Air Centers 
ot 1his Terr1tory1 
Visibility 
ConditiwJ. Kansas City Wichita st. Louis ---Clear days 153 167 139 
Partly cloudy d~ 114 116 124
Cloudy days 98 82 102 
Dense f'ogs, days 12·, 9 9
sunshine,% ot possible 62 67 e/7 
Wind and Storms 
Condition Kansas City Wichita. st. Louis
Average velocity 10.3 12.4 10.9 
Days ot 20 m.p.h. or more 120 259 
Days of 40 m.p.h. or more 12· 12 20 
Maximwn .recorded 74 88 80 
ihunderstorms 50 ·50.6 47 
·A study of this material. ·reveals no particular advantage ot 
one of these three cities over ·the other; Wichita has more wind but 
.this ma:y be· partially of.tsei by other such conditions as smoke which is 
common in the larger industrial centers. These conclusions are also 
. verified by reports of pilots that weather conditions in these three 
cities ·are on the average equally favorable. 
A similar stUdy has been made or the weather conditimls in 
three ot the large avia.tion centers 1n different sections of the United 
states. Thi.a information is puesented. in Table V below: 
l. Uni tad States weather Bureau. ~ports and A1n1a..v llulletins. 
' '
,Table .V 
Meteorological com.1tions in Three Air centers 
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s~ ot this table also reveals tew dif'te:renoas 1n so far 
as meteorological. conditions aae c~nceriled. It is doubttul it the 
d.1tterences disclosed , e\re gn)a:t' 'enough to alone determine tie' location 
or aeronaut1ca1· activities. · Loa Anaeles seems to ofter the greatest 
advantage 'irom the "weo.ther" point of :View an:1, therefore~ would be
'more adaptable to flying activity. 'nowewr, the territory'might not 
be eo £avorably si iuated as regards all aeronautical actiVi tia~. tor 
i 't· is located f'ar from- tl~ 'usual. sources of materials and. has only one 
principal direction in which products may go. 
Ma.ch progress is being made towa:nis maldng the airplane ind.a• 
peDlent of the weather •. A few years f.lgO tog ottered one of' the great• 
est hazards or co~eroial aviation' but it is now possible tor a· pilot 
to tly "blind" tor long distances. 1he radio direotio1lal beam has 
d.omonst*atedItsuse:tul.nessover·one·of'themost treacherous a.tr routes 
1nthis country.· 'Qri~o(.'tbe ~~~ tr~rt,.~fltnpSli~~· hasrecently an-
n~ a method by ubich the. ~g is.burned -awaytrom an airport so 
• • • , ' ,: ' ' ' ' ' • • ' ~ ' ' ' • f < • • , ' • • • • • • • • • 
1h,at.a.safe,landing ,Qal~emad~{.no'.matc,r: l,(Wf dense thetog·outa1<1e' ot. 
~. airport.~ surgaced run~· d other improvements at t11i 1>eter 
>, •: ' I ~ • .. • ,·. • ,t• > • • • '• - -,., ·, '
airptlrtB . have largely overcome the . obstaclesof. snow andrain.. Beter 
._' ._. ; • •, • C • • e 
d.eidgn~ and ~t~r'stressed planes have lesse~ed the dangers ot wind • 
. . . , ... Sl!Atbti:~ifu:Qrt\wi·il\Q;l.iUetes.-. :·:rt.Ultimately .theairplane may . 
be' ind~~nt ·of ·atmosphericO.otlflft1ons: Fot: the prese~t.· ·howew~. 
.. : ' ~ • ~ ' .. . ,._. ; : • ' i • ' . ',. . ~ 
sat~ty'canonly"be as~ where .~e pilot ~-gauge his fligh~ ac-
c~ri-1~-to the"-~tb.er whiol lies:'ahaa.d of h1m.n2 ·nae looatio~··ot 
" . ,.·: . · . ·"' , '
weo.ther. bureau. stations andweather reporting £acil1t1es are, there-
to~, 1Jnpo~t. cmisid.&rations in detennildng the deetrabil.1 ty '.oz a · 
. - . . 
radio:~~ting stations· located in·~ious. parts o't't:i~'Uil1ted":
... . '
States· and is·'nowcontftru.oting fifteen 'addl:tional stati'ons. · Four ot 
' w ' 
these stations; now oi,erating ar8,f/1thirt ·two·.hundroa., miles· of Kansas'·
C1tyf; Missourl.1· .1station 1EK·&tW1ohi·ta:,. Kansas; Station RCQit'·st.·,· 
.Lotd.s,Missour11 and.Station 'ltFJ·at:· Onala, l!lebraska.:. Eaoh ot these · 
stations broadcasts . the '·ternd.nal.· weatherfronl' other cities and f1mm
its aanon the · halthour,. twenty•f"our: hours· ·a·~.···The·lwisas City·· 
' ' 
station, KR¢,broadcasts the· weathertrom Kansas·City,' Chicago, 'Wich• . 
.' .
'., . ' . . ...'. . '' ~ ~ .. '. 
. 1 Testa made bythe American Air Transport Associati~n andreported 
· ,\ . 'J)y the~iva;rs_ity: .ot Ilinois -~lnterprise[".. : . . ... 
2 •. ·EimtArm~&mgrt 9',:tliaBup£Glheirq ~ tor the l!£2m9tio,a 2t 
_; Aqronaut1os .• 
1.ta., st. I/Juis. and Qnaha. In addition. to this service +,he United
' . ' 
stetes Weather ~au stati~ is located in It.an...~ City. Missouri._ .and.
a brancll of this bureau ··at ~.cipal J\i?:port. Transoonthtentai Air 
Trensix>rt tnamtains a. priw.te· weather bureau service_ at Utmicipal Air-
port. 
niese facUi ties would indicate that rratisas City is as. well 
~p,J"'...ded. with means :ro·r gathering a.ml re-porting weather data as is ex,.y 
center in the country. 
the present.·stc~ of 4evelopnent• is.al.moat. wholly depe.~.ent on t..tw. 
other means of transpor~t1on for .its opera.t:lot,l. Facilities .for sehed• 
uled air transport era usually avalla.ble only at the larger population 
centers, making it necessary to transport passengers to the air -~t-
er £rem. the outlyinG te~itory. .. Airports ere most often l:ocated sev-.
eral. miles.~- tlia business and ·renident1al centers- ao -that oo.equata 
trmwportatio11 means· must J>e proVided ·from' the oity to the. ail."'port. 
Thus •. tho development ot the supplomontar.r transpor~tion taoilit1ea, 
which JrAy be eonsidored to · inclwle steam railroads, electric lines. · 
bua serv.Lcas~0 priVtt.te tQ:1 lineu. impraved highw~ end private auto-
. '
mobiles,- has -on, important beuring on the ·~tent to $hich .. ·aenal trans• 
port can be. utilized. The inadequacy of these facilities wUl ser-
iously handicap :aeronm.it~cal ao.tivi t:r, whether of', ,scheduled. air trans• 
port er: of pri va.te tly1ilg.
The development Of the steam railroads was discussed. in~ 
first section of thio cllZlpter. · 'Ihat the railroad passenger service is 
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adequate to supplement aviation transport in Kansas City is- shown by 
the number of air-ra.11 arrangements which have been made through the
city. t!otor bus and interurban services are provided between Kansas 
City ·and. the larger population centers ot the territory. street rail-
WfJ:3 end city bus service are well devel.opad in both Kansas city, Kausas. 
and. _iransas• City, Missouri•: and the bus service will soon be extended to 
the principal. ai'rports, Fairfax and ltanicipal.
1 Two private companies 
have been formed :for the parpose of supplying auto service to and from 
the aJ.rports in addition to the same type of service ottered by the air
ti-ansport companies for the convenience of' their passengers. 
Th• highway systems o'.t both Kansas and. llissouri have been~-
'kmsively developed in the Kansas ~ty territory. The Chember ot Com-
merce or Kansas City, DiSSOurit estimates that a half million people 
are able to reach the city in six hours without leaving the hard sar• 
f'aced roads. 
§Bt@ R@BSJ.g&oa; R~gtt&gtioru;. h:Jrial na.Vigation presents 
legal questions ot both national and loeal significance, tor the air-
plane crosses the boundaries ot nations and states al.most as easily as 
the automobile or the train crosses county and township linen. The im•
portanoe of adequate and tm1:torm .legislation was early recognized by 
the European gowmments and national lec1slation was effective 1n all 
of the world powers, except the United states, by 1924. 
Because ot the delay in th.a inauguration ot aerial transport 
am. the 11m1 ted international flying, national legislation did not be-
1. Beport of i'ield managers ot tbe airports. 
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coma effective in 111e.United.states.until1he Air comm~e Ac~ was .made 
operative. December si•. 1926. With the rapid dewlopment ot e.viation, 
atr .. logislation becanxi .1nereas1ngly: ·popul.er·with :the state. 3.egisla.turas, . 
end ,by 1929 commero1o1 :a,exonautics. was. regulated by ·~ighty s~te ~ta .. 
1n.·.ai.dit1on .to .those ·of .. the·.~~ gp,remment•.
. .. ·........ The proposed·.tJD4fox,n sw.te I.Aw :'or ,.Aeronautics.was :~~ly 
d.rmm•·· but _ODly :tl?,!rteen states·. had adopted .1ts provi~ons .. in :July• ·
1929. . The result .is tlU\.t the state laws :are not unitoi,:n .and give cause 
'Ear. much .dissatisfaction. More. attention has seemingly '.been given to. ..
the wl.ume -of' _leg1ela.t1on than to: its -quality•..J'. A. Eub~ say :CJ'£ tba
state legislation• . "SOm~ ct the .lt:a.fll .:Qt"e . SOlmd . and .eons tr,.ic:t1.ve ·bu.t. . 
many. are .. ill· edvisod,: .. poorly.dra.Ml •.. and or.<iouhttul legality."~,· 
. . The .non~fonni ty .-of'. the. :state. laws ~ ~e inefi"~cient ad-
ministration .of\ them obv-:iously .has. some immediat<t unfavorable. effect. 
en· the development of aeronautical act1v1 ties 1n a given territory. A 
study has, .therefore, .. been ~ .of, th~.~ir.laws of .tll.osa ·sta.~s,isned-
iately surroUDling Kansas. City. in: en effort tQ dtltenriine the1r possible 
effects .. on. the ,aeronautical. developient. 1n ·the. city. · .
. ·. lla&§OPE!• ... Federal lieense$ \·m:-e: required ft1r: all,. ·flying ...
2cept sol.o .. ·pl.easure. 11y1ng•.. :..LandJ.~ ·ot. a.1,ro,:-att on .. lands -or wa~rs. of 
another ·11ithout J;is consen~ 1a miu.\~, except 1n oas~. of .. f'o~ce4 l~-
!nas. 3 nte liability.of-the owne~ ... or an ~t 4~r:~e caused by
collision in, air or. on_ land_ sb.el.l_ ~ d~temined by ml.ell <;>t law applic• 
able to t()rts on:.laul.3. · \.
l. Eubank, J. A.,. member of the New York Bar- am. writor on. aeronnutical 
1ml•.. MFm&'.2: licsu-: Decembe~• 1~29, ·P• .. 195~
a. Seno.te Bill 564.• approved f~ 24, 1929. · 
z. senate Bill 25• approved June l, 1929. 
' : ,, \' :clties, villages, .tovms 'and· counties are au:thorized to ·oc- '
'•quire; construct, improve. ·mainto.m &lld'o,Perate, ·and· regal.a~ airports 
. -
'And-landing ;fieids'j' aml'by:tranchise·or ··con:tra.ct authorize others to . 
maintain or operate · such -1andi.n.g t:ac1li ties ~It · . 
. 2 ... -: . ., , ' .··.. . ...•... .··im)fit;Y;h: .·ta:£·.·res1d.ent.:oper.a.tors-are;- roquirediJ> lla"ve. otate · 
11censesJ non--msidents-· licenses issued by··other recognized iicensing 
«:t,gencies.' 'All. plar.tes· usea.···in the· state 'by residents.· 'or' for carrying 
pay passengera·,by non-resid.ents,:·must be registered 111·,xa.nsas. ·. The _li-
·Cense -fee--is-$3,0 $1. ,the· registratiC8l tee iis.: .:no.mention· 1s made of·
liabi11~y. · AU eitieS· ·of the· l~tate: ioo:y ·acquire, 1.mpro'Ve,=. ·mtdntairi arid
:W$gul.at<, municipal·· -airports· and municipal fields t'or aviation ptlrp(>ses•
. mn may, levy ,tmtes· andr istitie bo?l.dz :for the ~nt ·tb.ereof •3 :
The inttie.1 YAnsas·. aeronautical imr was. passed in 1921 'but 
n.o ef'fot:t· has been ma.de to enforce 1tn provisions. A boam, ·for :tita 
purpose of' -~oroemsnt·, was provid.ed.-·by the--s-tute, ·but sucli'a ~ 
,oxtsts .onJ;>aper- only. . . · · · · · · 
4 . . . . ·.'.. . . . .·· ; . ' ·. ' ·.· . '.. ·
: • · : . 1 .19.ra. ". : .Fed.oral- licenses· ··-are· reqU1red -tor all airorat-t. and
~ •. , All· .aircraft ,C>perationa: shall be ·in accordance w1 th the fed•· 
era1 •.air. ~~1c. iul·es •. ·:Net-mention :ts· mt.de; at: U.ability.: Cities :mid. 
.towns: may··ac~e·., esuiblii~,:.-1mprow,j · maintain; ain·operate -m.t]?Orts..-
within or:mthout.' their 11m1is,-ll.Dqu.1re 'property tor such··purl)oses,· 
; : ., t ' 
1. sma.te Bill 476, approved February 19,· 1929. 
2 •.. §tate l@£oiifl.ut1oa,l LegislA:t!on !!!!,. QS?.mQi;l.a.tion .,gt-state ~,,
AOronaut1cal BUl.letin No. 18, pa.blisheci by the Af3ronaut1cs .Bra1leh··Of ··th& ·u.·:·S. l>apartment ·_·ot Commerce•. . ... - .s.. Eftect1ve:Ec.n,h-16, 1929.: · · .. ·· · · · ·. ·· 
4. Sona.te n,te No~ ;263• effective July 4, '1929 • 
5• House 'File·Ho. · 311• · . . .... · ... 
tJ!!brn:sk4.,. Fe~~ licenses are required :for all co1™rcial. 
•,.
operations •. _Rtlle13: am. regulations tor aerial navigation are es~ablish• 
ed. by the State Railway commission. No mention ia made of liability. 
Aviation Zield.B may be .established,. c~tructed and operated by muni..-
ciplit1es of the metropolitan end first .o.td secor.d classes. However, ,. . ·. . . . ~ . ·, '
no airport, landing f~eld, or airdrome shall be acqtlired by~ c~ty 
' . . ... 
through the issuance and sale o~ bonds, or/~a levy or taxes, until the 
. location and specifi~ations ~reof' shall have been . approved. by the
, . 1 
Department or_ comnerce~ the tJnited states. 
No drastic restrictions appear in the laws of these .four
states. Federal .licenses are required_ £or fdrcraft and a.irmen in . tbre0 
of the states thereby coinciding with the rec1.era1 legislation relating 
to these matters. In Kansas, where the· state licenses are .required, 
. . . · I tha tees are not excessive whon compared. with those of. other otatea. 
' ~ • > ' : • • '· • • : • ' 
1he development of' airports and. landing fields is one ot the 
• ' 't ~ 
~eat needs ot conme~ial. aviation today. It would, therei'ore•· --~eem 
that those states, in Wh1ch.~cipal.1ties ere .permitted to operate 
,,. ' . . ' .. 
auoh facilities, woUld o~er ~vora.ble inducements to tba extension or
• ·"' - , ~ • ' , ~ ' ' • r 
ceronautical act1v1 ties. All :tour of the states in, the lfanso.s City 
• • ,I\ ., I '." • ~ ,._ • ' 
~itory authorize c1 ties to acquire end. opera.ta airports and. to is• 
r, •# • '1 
eue bonds -end levy taxes_ for~ ·cost and operationthereot •. 1:bere are 
certain statutory reqt!lrementa as to the choice ot the sites tor the · 
1! House BUls 374 1·cn 424, approved April 24• · 1929, and effective so ·4ays later. 
a. in· Florida the .ennual tees emount to at least $275 am _1n .Ark.onsas
$25 forprivate·ttytng atld..t100 for conrnerc1a1. 
. . ~· 
-zs--. 
airports~.~-~unt .ot:-m.c,n~y _to-~ . expem,.ed, but.these ,requirementa. 
. ~ . . ~ . . . , . . . . 
1'ido. for ~. ~-·.c£•.the,~ovements. 
·~omthi_s bri~ ~-··· th~ . pre~nt_ state-legislati~ 1n.the . 
• • ' ~ • ' .• ·, - ' • - • • : • ~ • < • 
found ~ ~~ .t\ndJt -~ pos1:3il)le :th.at-some change might bene~.-
Nebr,astm. iet al.~o, .pre~e. Jr~.~raft-statute ~ supersede
the,present law •. rThaliaf!~i. law, 1Which 18 comparatively recent• ootm-
. • - . . . . . ' - • .• « ' . • ' ·, • . • . •. . ' 
oi~s with.thet~.~tatn:~es-•end.wil perhaps .med_no _rev1S;ion . w1th• 
' • • ' ' ' • • .J . ; ' ~ .':. - • • • • • ~ • •
in the.nel,t£0.ur~G.e:t;,least •.. /lhe ento~.o:t. the present -.J.mm m 
• ' ,•y • ' '~ • C : ' I ' ) " • ~ • < , A 1 
811•· ot thestates .is;au,tmpC?rtent_,p1:'l'lblem em..one _that wil require 
' . ., ·'. . . . . ·." . ' .
m~ eonsidem.t1.on 1nthetutux-e. . . 
• • - •• ', ••• , • ,· ' ,. • j 
speeding~; or -~~~tS.~,w.1tb a conseque~t saving_of tme •. , ·Where 
-a 1".J.3}l standard. o'E l~v:l.rlgd~s.not. ~st aniwhere· time 14. of litle . 
' ' • ' - ••< • ' • '· ' , , ., - -. - • • ., ' • '· ; _. • ~ • •
value,. air tr-an.sport-~~  have:a .~1gb. • _degree . ot, ~lc,~ment. . To. -~ . 
Chinese .:coolie .()r; ·the.At'rican .na:tve. timemeans .11 tle .1nhis ·ordin• . 
~ . . ' ' ' . ' ' , . . ! • ' ' • ' • . ' ' ·.. ' . . • . • -. • . ~ • 
aey, OomntP<.ro:1al . pursui•;•:' , JD.analogy_ mightbe. drGnwi:th.other :trans• . · 
.. .· . . . ' . . , . . ,• ' .. ' ., . 
porta:trion facUt1es .•. 1!1.e.·automobile hashad. its greatest· development. 
. ' . .' . ~ . . ' .~" ·' . . ' . ' . ' . ,. ' . ' '
til:le(y:lshighly valued •. A similar ·c~d.1 tion .can beobserved. in the
d.e~loplent of the-railroad. 
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The IJn1ted States has the highest standard. of living of ,my 
country in the world. n>.e standard within the Central States compares 
most :tavorably with that or any other section of the nation. If the 
hypothesis above outlined is correct, air transport should have a 
great development 1n the United States, and such development should be 
a. substantial one in the section in which Kansas City is located. 
I . 
Cri tigue !?.t Conditions !n. the Kansas City; l'erri tory. kl at-
tempt has been made in this chapter to analyze those factors which 
make for the greatest development of' the aviation industry 1n any ter-
ri.tory. It has been pointed out that Kansas City has the moat favor• 
able geographical. location of any of the larger cities or the nation; 
that its topographical f'eatures are more conducive to flying.than are 
those of any other great territory; that weather conditions are on the 
average equal to those of other centers, and that the weather-report-
ing f'acili ties are et the highest type available. The labor situation 
is especially f'avorable to manufacturing activity, but the o1ty is 
located rar from the source of materials used in manut"acturiu.g air-
craft. Air.1egislation in those states immediately surrol.lll.ding Kansas. 
City is believed to be generally f.avorable to the development of aer-
onautical activities. Transportation fao111 ties- are aclequate for the. 
most part and plans are now formulated. for the improvement of those 
f'eatures which .a.t present are disadvantageous. 'l'he standard of living 
of' th.e people w1 thin the territory compares most favorably with that 
of the stand.a.rd. of the nation, wl·doh 1s representative of' the highest 
type in the world. 
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or Kansas City and its territory, Colonel Halsey Dunwoody, 
Vice•President of thE.l Universal Air Lines. has said•· 11 It is to this 
part or_ the nation that the center of' pre3sure ot air activ~ties is 
pushed. In the soutln."Vest is the great potential aviation junction of' 
the continent.. The section· has par.ticularly ideal atmospheric cond.-
itions f 1 ts disiances are great and. railroad transportatie>n .. has not 
yet reached the peak--it.·has attained in the East. I J.ook tor .. the most 
sound and progressive aere>nautical develol)ment of' the.country in the 
l Southwes·t." 
l. Reported in K..apsas Qi tia:n• June 16. 1929. 
CHAPTER III 
THE MANUFACTURE OF AIRCRAFT 
COimnaroial aeronautical activity can conveniently be divided 
into tour phases: (1) the production of aircraf't. engines. parts end 
supplies, (2) transport operations for the carrying of passen~rs, 
freight, express, mail 9 or all tour~ (3) instruction in the operation 
and maintenance ot aircraft. and (4) private flying for business or 
pleasure. This chap_ter Will be concerned with some of the problems ot 
aircra:rt manufacture and an analysis of the-aircraft manufacturing com~ 
panies in Kansas City. 
· '.Ihe production of' aircra:rt is unquestionably the primary 
phase of the industry, but the extent to which it can be carried de-
pends wholly upon the demands of' the associated phases. Some product-
ion has been completed for experimental purposes, but the amount is 
insignificant 1n comparison with the total. The greater part is the 
-result of' the public demand• public 1:D be considered 1n 1 ts widest 
sense to include aeronautical schools. transport services,- and·: private 
in.di viduals. 
A. The Rapid Expansion of Aircratt Manufacturing 
and .Its Reaul ts 
Because o'f the rapid expansion of the aeronautical industry, 
manufacturers were unable to supply the demand for aircraft. Tllis in-
creasing demand, considered insat~able.·oaused manufacturers to direct 
all possible ef'1'ort towards greater production. The factories, al•
ready operating• were expanded, branch factories were established, and 
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new manufacturing companies were organized in every section of the 
United states. 
'Jllis increase in the number and extension oi" manuf'ru::turing 
establishments brought about a corresponding increase 1n production, 
the average rate Of'· increase amounting to: 130 pe~ cent annually :from 
1925 , to 1929. A similar increase was recorded the first six months of 
1929 when an aggregate business of $38,035,000 was reported in aircra.f't 
and engine production as compared With $481 000,000 for the entire pre-
ceding year. Sinoe,.the latter figure includes military production, 
·the gain. in commercial production is greater than the comparative 
totals indicate.1 
Obviously no industry can continue to more than double its 
prod.uct1Dn each year fore. very long period. By the close of the
first halt or 1929, production, of at least the two and three-place 
planes, had reached and exceeded the demand. The problem of q~tity 
production was replaced by two o.f' more immediate importance, namely, 
the adjustment of production to the changed conditions or demand, and
the sale and distribution ot the manufactured product. 
NaJor Clarence M. Young., Assistant Secretary o:r Commerce tor 
Aeronautics, summed. up the general manu~a.cturing situation in the fol-
lowing lvords: n T.b.e rapid expansion wh.ich has taken place during tho 
past eighteen months has resulted in numerous new manufacturing units 
being formed. some .of these units-initiated activities with compar-
atively limited means, both as to persnnnel and finances. some or 
1. statistics trom Ayiation, October .s, 1929. 
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them accorded only secondary consideration to the actual economics of 
·production and marketing, their primary objective having been the im-
mediate production of airc~a.f't 0£ a. type for vthioh there was then a 
popular demand. In consequence,. some of the hastily :formed organi~-
tions are now experiencing more or less serious problems ot over• 
production•"~ 
It is generally conceded tha:~ overproduction has resulted 1n
the aeronautical industry, but aviation leaders do not agree as to the 
extent of such overproduction. Sherman M. Fairchild is reported to 
have stated th.at there were between twelve hundred and fifteen hundred
planes 1n the ~s of manufacturers and dealers in December, 1929. 
Russell Nicholas, .. president .of the Nicholas-Beazley Airplane company, 
estimates that less -than forty per .cent Qf the 1929 production had
2
act\lally been sold, ana./J.n the hands of consumers on the. same da.te •. 
TJ.?.ese ~e only estimates but they a.re made l;?y represen'tative aviation 
executives and it is believed that they serve to ~cate ~e gener~ 
condition of overproduction. 
Aviation has been developed and operated. en~1rely on spec-
ulative capi~al afl few of ~ha comP,anies· have realized earnings from · 
opera. tions, .. Particularly has this .. been true or the manufacturing com• . 
panies. l3e~use c£ the. highly speoula.tive nature of tl-;le indu~try, ~e
general decline 1n business conditions during the past year early ar-
f'ected. tho se.curities or aviatillll corporations. The market value of 
1. Ai:fF.ay ~. December, 1929, P• 37. 
2. Aeronautio!h December, 1~29,, P• 19 •. 
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the aecuri ties dropped. to low levels and 1 t beco:ra.e increasingly, dif-
·ficul t to market new issues. Thus~ the aircraft .ma:nuf'acturer was con-
f'ronted by both the problems of overproducti9n end the difficulty of 
securing capite.l to c:>ntinue operations. The general break in the· 
main securities market a few :1ve~lm later made the situation even ·more 
acute. 
Bef'ore the depression came .in manufacturing, a nseller's" 
market prevailed. Production or the majority .of' companies was con-
tracted a year in advance. No serious sales ef':fort 118.d been made tor 
such had not been necessary.·bu.t the new·conditions demanded complete 
solling 'organizations, advertising -campaigns, plans for insurance and
the sale of planes on an instalment basis. The manufacturer was t.ot-
ally unprepared· tor such changes. There were :few airplane salesmen for 
salesmen were usually not pilo~s end ·pilots were often not salesmen. A 
complete organization he.d. to be formed and personnel trained for the 
new demands. 
The manufacturer was fortunate in being able to utilize cer-
tain of the·diotribution mediums and the selling methods employed in 
the automobile field, but all o:r these were not D.daptable to the
aviation field. The Kansas City manufacturers are attaokin~ the salec 
problem through a kind or "cut and rtcytt process end have adopted no 
de:f1ni te plans as ya t. 
B. Kansas City Manufacturers
Four ai.rplane factories and one glider factory a.re now on a 
production ba.oin in ¥.ansas City. Ot the airplane factories, three are 
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located at. Fairfa.."t Airport in Kansas City, Kansas~ and one at l::1unicipal · 
Airport in-Kansas City, Missouri •. The Cook Glider taotory has tempor-
ary quarters in-Kansas City, W.ssouri •. Four additional airplane com• 
panies have been. organized in the cities and are now ca.rryi11g on exper- · 
imental work expecting to get into production as soon as conditions 
warrant. 
.American Eagle Aircraft Compa.n.:x;. The American Eagle company
is one or the pioneers of the aviation industry 1n Kansas City. ·The·
}?resent manufacturing.company, with its affiliated 111duotrieo, is the 
direct outgrowth of the Porterfield Flying School which was establish• 
ed in 1925., 
The l'orterf'ield Aviation Interests, a holding company, was
incorporated in .May, 1929. and now has the rollowinc .affiliated com-
panies: American Ee.gle Aircraft. Corporation ot Delaware; Atnerioan 
Eagle o'C Texas; lunerioan Eagle of. california.J. American Eagle of Minn• 
esota; tlalla.ce Airor,af"t Company; .American Eagle of Missouri; American 
Eagle of Kansas, and Porter1"1eld Flying School. 
The Wallace Aircraft Company of Chicago was acquired by the 
Parter.field Aviation Interests July 15, 1929• at a reported cost or 
$250 ,ooo •1 . '!he .Wal.lace f'a.c.tory was movecl to Kansas City, and the
11\7allace Touroplane" is now built in the American Eagle :factory under 
approved. type.certif'ica.te Number 119. 
l. Associated Press item in I<anoas .citx Star ot July 15, 1929. Also 
reported 1n Kanaas ~tian or July, 1929. Lir. Porterfield• pres-
ident o'f' tho Porterfield Interests. has never verified the exact 
purchase price.: 
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The company owns a five-acre tract of land ad.Joining Fairfax 
Airport and has constructed five buildings on this plot: a two-story 
t"ireproof' brick and concrete administration building, a main factory 
building, two metal buildings and an engineering building. The present 
f'a.ctory building is the fourth used by the company since 1 t was launch• 
ed. The f"irst had less than 1600 square feet of floor space, the sec• 
ond 2400 square fee;, the third 16,000 square teet, and .the present 
more t.han 00,000 square feet. This increasing demand for greater fact-
ory space indicates the growth of' the company. 
The factory· is organized so that line-production methods are 
utilized. Progress of construction in the ma.in factory building is 
from south to north, the raw materials going in at one end and the f'in• 
ished airplane com:ng out a.t the other, where it may be taxied to the 
airport and flown away or loaded onto rreight or express cars on a.
siding ad.Joining the factory on the west. 
In the southwest corner ot the factory building 1s the stock-
room, which occupies approximately a sixth of the floor space. A per-
petual inventory system enables the stockroom director to know at all 
times ·what is on hand and what is needed. Opposite the stockroom on 
the east side of the building is the welding department, in which f"use-
lages are assembled and :welded. Ad.Joining the weld.in~ clepa.rtment, on 
the north, is the metal working department where all of the sheet 
metal used in the building of the airplane is prepared. Opposite this 
is the motor depar1tment. At the north end of the building and on the 
west side is the wing department where more than a score ot wing 
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tables are in operation• skilled builders constructing ribs and as-
sembling spars and completing the structures for the coverings whioh 
are applied in one 0£ the metal buildings and then doped in the same 
structure. Painting is done 1n the north metal building and the fin• 
ished wings are racked in storage. The northeast sixth o~ the main 
building is used by the assembly department, and it 1.s here that the 
' l 
planes are assembled and completed. 
lhe American Eagle line of planes consists of' six open cock-
pit biplanes. in addition to the trallace. Two new models are notv be-· 
ing developed and vlill be announced early 1n 1930. 
A branch has been opened at Dallas, Texas, and plans have 
been completed f'or the opening of six other such units throughout the 
United States so that service and sales calls can be answered a.t pra.ct• 
ica.lly aJJ.y point within a few hours after receipt of the call. 
Sales are handled through a distributor-dealer organization. 
· At the close or the fiscal year. December 31, 1929., !our htmdred deal·· 
ers and distributors had been appointed to handle th? sale of the com-
pany• s products• 2 Exclus·1 ve terri t•ries are not assigned to any ot 
these representatives. All advertising is taken care of by the main 
office at Kansas City, Sales pa.per on planes sold under the f'1nance 
plan is handled through the u. s. A. c. of' Philadelphia • 
. The company had two hundred persona on the payroll at the 
close of 1929. This number will be considerably increased when the
1, ~ Digest, November, 1929. 
2, 'Ihe materials presented. 1n this analysis are taken from .Aero ]2!&-
est, Aviation, Kansas Qitian, letters, and interviews with o~m-
pany officials. 
season becomes more adaptable, to aviation activity. Six' hundred. 
planes had been manufactured by the American Eagle Company to Decem-
ber 3l ,' 1929.1 
B:gtler ,Mrcraf"t Cotu;PMY~ 'Ihe Butler Aircraft Company was
formed in 1928 by the p~incipal stockholders of the'Bu.tler Manut'actur-
ing. Company for the purpose of building several tYPes. of airplanes. 
The com1-any .has constructed eight buildings on land leased from the
~'fwlioipal Airport. 'Ihese buildings house the general administrative 
offices, engineering offices, f'Uselage., experimental and woodworking, 
shops,, tinal assembly.and J."aint and dope shops. Approximately 
$250,000 has been eX})ended in the organizat.ion and construction pro-
gram of the company. Present ca.paci ty and. ~acili ties will permit the 
production of one plane a.,d.ay. 
A three~lace open biplane, called the 11.Bu.tler Blackhawkn, 
was th.a first to be bull t. 1Ihis plane, ma.11uf'actured under approved. 
ty:pe certificate Number 135, is, listed at $8.000 at the factory. 
Eleven planes ot this type had been built to December 15, 1929. A 
two-place training plane is now under construction. 
Forty persons were on the payroll of the aircraft company 
1n December. The personnel ot the company is composed of well k:novm
aviation men·. Waverly M. Stearman was; co-designer ot the first plane 
to be built for commercial sale. 1,1. c. Bauman, chief or the engineer• 
l. Sm1th, Erle P., publicity director of' the Amertoan Eagle Company. 
2. The intormation concerning this company is ta.ken from prospectus 
furnished by the oompany, the Kansas Citian, and material. gathered 
in person~. interviews with, Mr. Briney, director of sales, and 
Mr. Hamel ot. the engineering start., 
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ing division, was i"ormerly associated w1th Orville -Wright in the Dayton• 
wright compa..v. Lieutenant Wilton M. Briney, director of sales, 1s an 
ex•/u::my flier-With twelve years or experience in the aviation industry. 
!he marlteting plans of the company have not been completed. 
sales viill. be ei tller direct by tho factory representatives or through -
a 11mlted number of "strongn distributors. -
I11land Av:tation Company. Dewey Bonebrake, nationaJ.ly recog-
nized authority on airplane clesign, planned and built the n Inland Sport0
plane more than two years ago and made .a test flight with 1 t in July, 
1928.- Ur. Arthur lla.rdgravo, at that time president 01"- the Kansas City, 
L!issouri, Chamber o~ Commerce• aided in· the f'inancing of the ·new plane 
and, with others. wns instrumental in organizing the Inland Aviation 
Company as a Missouri corporation Auguot 4, 1928. 
7:his plane, powered with a·LeBlond "60" motor, \"las thoroughly 
tested in a_ number of air ·meets end crosn country flights. en Septem• 
ber 30, 1929, it set a nev1 of'ficlal American .altitude record :tor planes 
in its class and on ·November 3 1 19291 set the riiOrld's speed record in 
the same class •1 The plane is ma."l.ufactured ~der approved tY.Pe certif • 
icate Number 259 and is l'-sted at $3485 fly-a.way factory. Production 
vras started--in April, 1929, and eleven planes haw been built to date. 2 
Another plane, . the. u Inland SUper•Sport", powered with a 
Warner Scarab engine, has been designed but has not yet·received·an 
l. xa,nsas Cit1AQ9 November, 1929. 
2. A letter from A1r. Arthur.Hard~ave. president of the Inland Aviat• 
ion company. lhe other material hlls been taken from literature 
o;r ,the cornprmyt_ .. ·~~-f£!1>.. and I{apsas Q1tian. 
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l approved. type cartif'ica.te. This plane, powered With the larger en-
gine• is listed a.t$5975 factory. TWo of these planes had been man-
ufactured to December 10, 1929. 
Both of these products a.re two-place. side-by-side, high 
·, . 
w~ng mo1;1oplanes. They are claimed to operate at a low cost and al• 
though knovm as "sport Jobs" are e~pecially a.dapt~d for the private 
O?Jner~ the traveling sale~• an~- for training purposes. 
The company is now occupying one halt of the Beacon Airways
. Building at Fairfax Ai.rport. About fifty persons were on the payroll 
in December, 1929. 
A 11 strong distributor11 organization is planned. that is, all 
distributors of Inland products must meet certain financial standards 
and must contract for a given number of planes in ad.d.1t1on to offering 
. '
aircraft service fa.oilities. Schlee-Brock of Detroit, the first dis-
tributor to be appointed• holds exclusive sales rights in .five o:t the
. 2
North Central states. 
Kapsas Q!.t'L. &.mrat.:t CoERoration. The Kansas City Aircraft . . 
Company was organized by a group of local. Kansas City business men :tor
the purpose ot building a commercial airplane. Bugh L. 11hompson of the 
United states Fllgineering School, has designed a two-sea. ted monoplane 
powered with a Velie motor £or the company. One plane o.f this type 
bas been built end another will be built within the nest few months•
.Although not on a production basis, the company has purchased
l. r~. I:Ia:rdgravo reports that the company expects to receive one in 
the near future. 
2. :Moore, Wilfred G., director ot sales. 
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a tive-acre tract ot land south of Fairfax Airport and plans to con• 
struct a building costing $130,000. The first ship was built at the 
~ker Fan Works factory.1 
J!ercur:y; Aircraft Company. '!he Mercury Aircraft Company, a. 
Delaware corporation with a closed stock issue, is building a six• 
place cabin ship in one of the buildings at Fairfax Airport. The pre-
sent work is-concerned with the ma.king ot Jigs and other preparations 
2
tor the pl"oduction ot the new type plane built around a Wasp engine. 
Company officials_are attempting to keep a.J.l plans secret so that it 
is difficult to secure information. 
Rearwin Airplanes, 1.m;.. The Rearwin Airplane corporation 
had its inception in Salina, lcansas, where Y.r• R. A. Rearwin, with the 
assistance or Fred Landgra.ff ot the Travel Air Company, built the 
first plane 1n ·192a. This was a three-place biplane built around . a 
~1ss Challenger engine. and was given the name "Rearwin Ken-Royce"• 
The plane, manufactured under approved type certificate Number 232. 
is largely a cu.atom built plane tor the use ot the private owner and 
the individual commerc1a.l operator. The first *'Ken-Royce" was a 
"fa.at" plane, having won 51 race victories in the All-Kansas Air Tour 
and first place in the 1800 mile race, Miami to Cleveland, a f'ea.ture 
of the National Air Races. 
The Rearw1n company is on a production basis "in its own
1. Information supplied. by IIugh L. 'lhompson;,, desi{11ler or the plane; 
also f':rom the i,\Mgas C1tian, December 12, 1929. 
2. Interview With engineer in charge ,of the factory. 
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bUilding at Fairi'ax·Airport.1 Only hAlt ot the building is at present 
utilized. by the Rearwin taotory, the other half bean,g leased to the 
Inland Aviation company. The maximum capacity of the factory 1s tour 
2 .· ... ' . . . ' 
planes a. week. .Forty-~ employees ore on the payroll of the company 
in the summer montlls but 1n the w1nter this is out to fifteen or twenty. . .
Mr. Rea.rwin ennounces that production on a larger scale wiil begi~ 
,,, ' . . "-' .. . . '
early ~ the spring of 1930. 5 · Five planes llad been manufactured to 
December 31. 1929.4 
§t;and@:!3\ steel Worl<:s. The standard s~eel Worl,a company ot 
North Kansas City• Missouri, is building an all metal eieht•place 
,• . _, ,,
ca.bin plane. This ship is so built that 1 t can be powered w1 th any 
one ot three motors: a 450 h.p. Pra.tt•Whi tney .11Wasp"'.• 525 h.p. Pratt• 
Whitney ttHornet"• or a 550 h.p. Wright "Cyclone"• The company plans 
' . . , 
to get en appro\red. type oertitioate for the plane end start on a pro• 
. ' ' ·. 5
duotion basis shortly after the first of the year 1930. 
Superiox:. A1roraf;t Co;rrpany. A plane ola.imed to be ot un-
usual design has been rePQrted by the superior Aircraft company. The 
plane, a monoplane with f'Ull oentilever wing and powered with a. warner• 
Soarab engine. 1~ being built in the Air Service, Incorporated shops 
·.at 2525 Pennway.6 Th~ shops end offices were olosed_at the time of 
1. This buildine; was constructed. by National Air Industries, Ino. 0
b\\t has reverted to A. R. Jones, en equal shareholder with Mr. 
Reanvin in the Reanv1n company.: 
2. Interview with Mr. Gillespie ot the company. 
3 •. Kepsaa cit1an, Deoember 17, 1929. 
4. Information supplied by Mr. smith, direotor of soles. 
5 .c Welton, Ph1l G., president of the oorporation, end Ka}lsas g1tiax}t 
September. 1929. 
e. Ka:n:aa.s~ ~. November 141 l929J A1:rora.tt ~. September, 1929. 
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t'ia.is survey so that it was,impossiblo to secure turther information 
concerning the company or its proposed plans. 
B. Gliding and the Manufacture of Gliders 
'Xhe Germans have developed the art of· gliding to a high de• 
gree or peri"ection, but the Amer4cans have taken 11 ttle interest in 
this phase of the aeronautical industry until the past . few months. It 
· is claimed that experience in gliding gives valuable training in the 
hand.ling of·the powered plane and shortens the time required in learn-
ing to pilot the latter type of aircraft, but gliding is still consid-
ered a sport in this ·country. That this type of flying is becoming 
increasingly popular is shown by the number of· glider clubs which have 
recently been formed in colleges,and universities and the larger cities. 
~ Glider and Soarplane Compam:. Clarence N. Cook organ• 
ized the Cook Glider and Soarplane Company in· I\8.nsas City during the 
·summer or 1929 tor the purpose or building gliders and operating a. 
glider school. This company was one ot the tour glider manufacturing 
establishments in. the United States-at the close of 1929. 
Tflo types of gliders a.1..-e ·built by tlle ,company i (i). a primary
training ship, with a wins spread ot. 35 teat of the parasol type, and
open bridge fuselage~ and (2) a sport glider, with. covered fuselage. 
'lhe factory is now temporarily located in l~sas City, Missouri. Ten 
gliders bad been built to January 1, 1930. 
AIRPORTS 
The: problems of achieving·safety in transportation and of 
providing f'acilities essential. to theiealiza.tion of the greatest ben-
·efi ts· from the development of transporta. tion ·are· not· new problems. 
They have ·faced·man down through the ages·--fTom the ·time when he 
. . .
built his first ox-cart and f'ound it necessary to widen his footpaths 
into rosds.1 
When the airplane came into prominence as a means of trans-
portation, ·'it.was regarded an a vehicle requiring no investment in a 
. . .
permanent vre.y. The canal ·boat had required an expensive arid intlex-· 
ible elumnelJ the locomotive• s path. was less costly but more adaptabler·. 
the automobile demanded even less, but it was found necessary· to build 
and maintain an · ex.pensive system ot highways for 1 t. 2 
A. Need ror an Airway 
The modern highway o'£ the air must have _ a series of airports, 
w1 th intermediate landing . fields for emergency purposes and with the 
necessary equipment :ror .night travel. It is true that _the airplane 
! 'r 
can opere.te without tllese facilities; it is also true that an auto-
mobile cun run on broken ground; a steamship.can travel over the water 
ways Without certain navigation aids 1 but none of these can operate 
ef'ticiently and safely under such conditions. lherefore, 1:f the air.-
1. Blee, Harry u., Chief ot the Airport Sect1011, Department or Commerce. 
2. Murray, Aila:the\V s., Kansas Ci tian, June 25• 1929. 
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plane is to ta.~e 1 ts pos1 ticn in the transportation systa'll, 1 t must 
also have a. modern "airway" ever which to operate. 
'Ihe nucleus of such an "ain;a.y" .can be said to be the air-. 
port; this• 'the Air commerce Act. of 1926 defines as "a locality. either 
of·water or land, which is adapted for the landing end taking off of 
aircraft-. and which provides faoili ties for ·shel. ter. supply and repair 
..
of aircraft; or a place used regularly~or receiving or discharging 
passengers or cargo by air." 
B. Development of Airports · 
Prior to tb.e passange of the Air commerce Act in 1926, only 
a few more th~ one hundred airports ware 1n operation in the Uni tad 
states but eighteen months later 1047 airports, intermediate fields, 
and auxiliary fields were of'tioi~ly recorded. In order to indicate 
the rapidity ot airport and landing field developmen,t •. Table VI is 
1 presented. 
Table VI 
Development ot Airports and Landing Fields in the United states 
Number ot suoh facilities as ot 
Type of facility Dec. Dec. Feb. J'una Nov. Jan. 
31 31 28 30 4 4
1927 1928. l.929 1929 1929 1930 
Municipal airports 240 412 425 445 446 453
commercial airports 263 391 415 456 470 495 
Departmel1t of commerce airports 145 311 265 276 285
A.-rrf3 a1rdromes ea 64 63 69 68 68
Naval air stations 17 17 17 14 14 14 
Marked auxiliary .fields 320 340 340 259 250 235 
fJiscellaneous government fields - -A --2 _& Total 1047 1214 1571 1510 1527 1552 
1~ Totals. :tor the·.. periods taken :froit1 Domestic &l: News and Alt, Q.Q.m.• 
merce Igllletin. · 
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With the extension of air routes. cities reached out for a. 
pl.ace on·such lines in much the same way as. they struggled tor rail.-
roads in the past century. ToL;be on one of the airways. an airport, 
with more or less equipment, was required. These· early gacili ties 
were not often profit:-making enterprises and private ·capital ·was· sel.-
' I •~ 
d.f)m ·a.vaila-pl~.. The.refore .•. municipalities most otten. ~ished the 
··.money for. purchase ·or lease of land, and for construction. ~d.mainten-
ance .ot equipment• such expenditures UGually being.financed by bond 
issues. In some communities, public spirited citizens or civic or-
ganXza.tions donated. land for the airport, or. furnished certain equip• 
ment for the improvement of the airport. 
In 0th.er cases. however, the voters failed to follow the 
lead of some ,of the aeronautical enthusiasts• and voted down the pro-
posed bond issues. Where this resulted. a holding company was formed 
to finance the airport. until. such a time as the bond issue might carry 
and the city assume ownership. 'lhe holding company then leased the 
airport to the city at a nominal sum, with the understanding that the 
city would later purchase the airport. Thus, the early airport was
not. consider~d a pro:t:i:t-rnal"..ing enterprise, but rather a.a one in need 
ot a. subsidy. 
'.the extension or scheduled air transport and the development 
ot al.l types or miscellaneotts flying resulted in greater use of the 
airport and its taoilit1es.· The rapidly inorea.sing business brought
about. the realization of proi"its a.nd private capital entered the air• 
port phase of the aeronautical inq.ustry in competition with -cor.imuni ty 
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-«vnership and operation. lhe transition from the subsidized e.in,ort 
to the commercial is readily ascertained by reference to Table IV. 
It shoul.d bs noted that only 28 municipal e.1rports have been establ1Fll.• 
ed 1n the past eleven months of' 1929 as against 80 of the privately 
owned type. 
c. Kansas City Airports 
IQmsas City now has three airportn, two of which, Municipal 
and Fairfax., are tld.equately equipped to provide practically every ser-
Vice demanded by the air traveler. The -other, Connneroial Airways 
Field, provides limited services but has no lighting f'aoilitieo for 
night fiying. It does, however, have an advantage in its location 
away from the fog and smoke which is more or less common at the other 
airports. A .landing field is also located in North Kensas Ci:ty but no
1nf'ormation is available concerning the operator or the field. Pilots 
report that it is unsafe :ror use; therefore .•. it is omitted txom this 
. stUdy.
Fairfax Airport •. Three great industrial developmet1ts have· 
been ma.de in Kansas City by the Woods .Bro·thors Corporation in the past
30ar. The latest of" these, and perhaps the most important of all, is 
Fairfax Airport, estimated t~ be a three million d.olla.r. proJeot in add-
ition to permanent improvements made by companies operating at the 
airport.1 
Fairfax Airports, Incorporated was organized u..11.der the laws 
of the state of Delaware 1n 1929 tor the purpose or acquiring the 
1. Kansas Ci tian, June 25, 1929. 
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assets of the Fairfax Airport Company of Kansas. The company's charter 
provides that in ·ad.di tion to the operation .of the Fairfax Airport and 
auxiliary port·s, it ma.y engage in al.l forms of flying activ1:t1es, in-
cluding transport lines for carrying passengers. i"reight, and express. 
The company has an authorized capitalization of 200.000 
shares no par common stoclt, ot which 60,000 shares w:ere issued in ex-
change for the assets of the Fairfax Airport Company. 'lhrough Woods, 
Faulkner and Company were offered 1so.ooo shares at $15 per share in 
september of this year. There are 20,000 shares still unissued, but 
under option to the un.de:rwri ters ror a period of' two years at the ot-
tering price.l 
In addition to the ma.in terminal. Fairf'a.x, the company owns 
and operates f'i ve landing fields or ports near Kansas City: Atchison 
Airport at Atchison, Kansas. and the following fields in Missour~, 
Weston Airport at \Veston, Farley Field at Farley,. Parkville Port at 
Parkville, and Rosecrans Field at st. Joseph. These auxiliary ports 
-
a.re used for student instruction, thus .relieving the main airport of 
.congestion. 
The question as to who f'irstused the present site of' Fairfax 
Airport as a landing field has not been ~efini tely settled. Ben Gre-
gory was w1 thout doubt the first to carry passengers from the tract 
and James ia. Colburn used the field for some early experiments With his
airplane loud speaker. Tommy o•Laughl.in•s forced landing is generally 
1. Infonnation from printed letter of Guy E. Standley, president of 
Fairfax Airport, 
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considered to be one of the first, if' not the first landing, on the 
field. It is generally agreed, however, that the field was used by
allot these men shortly after the .American Legion air meet of 1921.1 
E. J. sweeney started a flying school on the site or the 
present airport 1n 1925. The Sweeney school, operating under a. lease• 
was the first to construct buildings on Fairfax Field, the name by 
vmich it was lcnovn at that time. Various commercial aviation companies 
moved their activities to Fairfax but l1 ttle permanent improvement was 
made until the airport was taken over by Woods Brothers Corpora. tion in 
1928 and when the American Eagle Aircraft Company established its fact-
ory on ad.Joining lan:l. 
'lhe airport is located on the west side of' the Missouri 
River, one half' mile northeast of i-cansas City, Kansas, and ·one mile 
north and across the Missouri River from the Municipal Airport. It 
can be reached by automobile in twenty minutes from _the business sec• 
tion of Y.ansas City, Missouri, and in five minutes from l{ansas City, 
l{ansas. A new highway, now under construction, will make the airport 
more accessible than at present. 
When completed, the airport will consist or approximately 
880 acres or level land free from ha.zards.2 All telephone~ telegraph, 
end electric wires have been laid underground for some distances back 
from the port. The Missouri River forms a natural defense against 
1. Ig;nsas ~ Star, July 31, 1929• Special Aviation number, and 
conversations with Kansas City aviation men. 
2. The Goose Island property will be added to the present field with-
in the next two years according to a rei;ort of' ICansas City, Kansas, 
Chamber of Commerce. 
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. . l 
hazards from the north and east .sides. 
Eleven buildings have been constructed on the airport and
are now occupied. The Curtiss-wright Flyillg Service has a repair de-
pot and sales and school building; Universal Aviation Corporation a
hangar, air line and school offices; American Eagle Aircraft corpor-
ation a f'actory • hangar :end two metal buildings for dope and wing work; 
Saunders Fly-It•Yourself Service, a sales hangar and office; National 
Air Industries a. factory, now occupied by the Rearw1n Airplanes Com• 
pany and 1he Inland Aviation Corporation; Fairfax Airport Company, 
temporary field offiQes and transient hane;ar. The airport officials 
have specified symmetry end harmony in e.11 buildings to be constructed 
on the airport and permit the construction only or buildings of a 
permanent type and of an approved architectural design. .some ot the 
earlier buildings do not conform to these requirements and will be re-
placed in the near :ruture.2 
More than-$15,000 has been spent for the lighting end signal 
equipment of Fairf'ax. ~Lights are maintained on all bulldings and 
white boundary· lights surround the field. Three flood lights are used 
for night. flying. The eight million candle power beacon, placed on 
the sales hangar, rotates six 'times a minute. A directional search• 
light,toconcentrate an intense light. on any part of the field, is to 
bo installed to supplement the beacon. A ceiling projector, height 
indicator, and a cone lighting arrangement· are planned. A loudspeaker, 
1. Aircraft ~. August. 1929. 
2. Information supplied by Franklin Moore. then manager of Fairf'a.x 
Airport. 
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operated from the temporary edminiatr~tion offices, with three ampli• 
tiers, is also a part. of the equipment. 
Practi9ally every service demanded. by aviation personnel and 
equipment is available at Fairfax Airport. Sales, repairs and service 
are offered by the cu.rtiss-Wright and Universal organizations; storage 
at the transient hangar; flying instruction by Curtiss-Wright, Univer-
sal, Porterfield Interests, and private flying clubs; rental plane ser• 
vice by the Saunders Sys:tem, aerial taxi and sightseeing by curtiss~ 
Wright and private operators; passenger and mail services by Universal 
and its subsidiaries; Central Air Lines and Robertson AViation Corpor-
ation. 
Mgpic1pal Airport. The inauguration ot air mail s·ervice 
through. Kansas City and the great growth in commercial aviation brought 
the need for a municipal airport. rJembers of the United States A..-r-my 
Reserve corps and some of .. the airminded business men of' the oi ty there• 
fore began an active campaign tor the realization of such a. project. 
A conuni.ttee ot twenty was accordingly appointed tor the purpose of in• 
vestige.till(; all available sites. Jn ext,nsive survey was financed by 
the Department of' cor.mieroe and made by the PJ:my Reserve . Corps, as a
. l result or which :the present s1 te ot Jmnicipal Airport was selected. 
The site chosen was not the level, well-developed field which 
the visitor views today. lituch or the, .land was covered by h9avy timber 
and underbrush; other parts were sw~yJ in fact, one ot the members 
1. It should be.noted that this survey has been accepted by the 
Department ot Commerce for all airport.surveys, 
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of the committee reports that the f'irs·t trip made to investigate the 
site was mad.a in a. row· boat. 
After the site had 'been.chosen and the survey ma.cle;. a pro• 
posed bond issue of.one million dollars.was submitted to ·the voters 
for the purchase and deval.opment of the tract of land by the ct.ty. 
This bond issue failed · to receive the sanction of · the electorate. but 
vrhen re-submitted in AUt:.r:ust of the same year it was carried by a large" 
ma.Jority. 
st-•. I.Quis had planned a similar. program and had voted a.
bond issue. at. about· :the same time as Kansas City. In both cities the 
sites.chosen were outside the_corporate limits and the validity or 
such bond issues was questionable. 'lhe 1:irst court decision declared 
such an issue to be unoonsti tutional but this 1:-;as set aside by the 
SU.pram.a Court of' Missouri in a later oase,and plans then went :fom-ard 
tor the completion or the projects 1n botl1 cities. Kansas City com-
pleted the negotiations tor the land on January 29, 1929• but the l:1t-
igatton attacking the validity o:r the bond -issue and the severe winter 
waa ther deterred t.he. development. of the r,ort until early . summer.
Ground was broken for the airport on Saturday, June 221 1929.:,and. the
development of the port has proceeded rapidly to the present date •. ' 
Municipal -Airport is located one and tour tenths miles 1:rom 
the Kansas CU,-y, !Hissouri, post office and about one and ono half 
miles from the center of the business district1 giving Kansas Ci v the
most centrally located airport of any of the larger cities in the 
United states. However, the advantages afforded by the accessibility 
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and convenience of the port ma.y be partially offset by the £'og and 
smoke conditions. The close proximity to the ind.us trial district and 
the Missouri River makes. these oondi tions particularly acute at certain 
times of the year. 
·Municipal Airport now contains 68?.acres, the larger portion 
of the field being well drained and developed. Four runways are now 
in use m1d two more are to be completed later. These rut'lWays, 11,000 · 
feet ~ leng~, are of sufficient Wid ~h to permit double directional 
use. They ar~ made of cinders. with an application of oil and asphalt. 
A cement taxi w~, 2,000 feet. long, has been constructed, as Well as 
cement aprons to hangars. 
Approximately $25,090 has been spent for lighting and signal 
equipment, which consists o:r boundary lights, approach lights, obstacle 
l 
lights on certain obstructions near the port, a. beacon of 2,000,000 
candle:power, one carbon flood light of soo,000,000 candlepower, and
three lighted wind cone indicators. '!he identification beacon, revolv• 
ing six times a minute, can flash either L!iorse code or letters• but 
at the present time only the letters are .flashed. Among other equip• 
ment is a ceiling projector, an alidade, and ne~n wind indicator. 
The new terminal building erected at a cost 1n excess or 
$60,000 is designed to house air line offices, field adlQllnistration 
offices, Department of Commerce field .of.fices, and passenger waiting 
rooms. Telephone and telegraph service are now provided and a 
1. Eleva tor, Kansas ·city Gas and Independent Oil and Gas Buildings, 
Fowler and Armour smokestacks, all ,POles, and bridge. 
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restaurant is. planned in the near ruture. · Two weather sta.tiaus• the
.united States Weather Bureau.and ·the.Transcontinental.Air Transport 
stations, providing 24 hour service.,· .. are located at .the airport. Two .. 
radio stations, . one ot short wave length •. operate from the field. 
Repairs, dope, engine .and plane repair service• oil end gas,. water. 
air, engine mounts. ,eompass .and compass pla.tf'orm are· facil.ities· avail-
a.bl.e at the to:oninal. /Jl ainbUlance and a resident physician are .in 
e.t:tendw:)..ce ·D.t .the field. 
Kansas City has invested $19 soo.ooo in the airport. to date., 
ot 'Which $800,000 was used in· .the purchase of the land •. Transcontiri-
. ental :.Air· Transport, so~thwest Air Fast Express, Western Air Expresp, 
National Air .Transport, tJnited states Airways, and Mid-continent Air. 
:Express are now opera.ting air .·:transport services from .Municipal .Airport.
1hree fiying schools• Bennett 'Airways. Art .Goebel school of Flying.
·end the Tuxhorn. Flying. School now use the ,airport as a:base of oper-
ations. Other ·organiza. tions . opera.M.ng at 1he airport are: . Butler ·lJan-
utacturing Company, manuf'acturers of the But1er "'Blackhawk" airplanes, 
.the Bredouw-Hillierd Aeromotive Corporation, sales and service,: and 
the United States Aero Reserve. Corps. A weekly average or two thousand
landings iS reported by the manager of' .the airport.
1 
. CoJnmerciaJ.. Ailll!Y:§ Field. Commercial .Ai:nvays Field• estab• 
lished .in 1921 as Richards Field,. is one Of the oldest and best known 
oomrne~ial flying fields in the United States. It was firs~ed by 
private operators as headquarters f'or the limited fiying activities 
1. Farley• Roy C • 1 in an 1nterview. 
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of the time. When the United states Army Reserve Corps was organized, 
its base was established at the field, and when the air mail came to 
Kansas City, the mail planes used it as their terminal. With the open• 
1ng ar the Municipal Airport, both_ the Ju:my unit and National Air 
.. . . . . . l 
Transport moved their bases from .Richards Field to the new airport. 
Bennett Ain~ys than leased the aiIJ>or't trom the Air Terminal 
Association and used the field for traini1;1g purposes. In 19281 this 
lease was taken over by Commercial Airways which continued to operate 
the field until December l, 1929 • men the company was merged with the 
Consolidated Air College. The two schools, operating under the name . , 
~ the latter. have continued the lease and a.re nov1 using the field 
for training operations exclusively. 
The field is 1ocated twelve miles southeast of the business 
section of" I{ansas City, Missouri, on United S~ates llighvre.y iio. 50 •. It 
is rectangular in shape, 2640 feet by 1700 feet, and contains 150 
acres.· The gradient is rolling w1 tl1 excellent natural drainage. A 
circle in the center of the f1eldmarks the landi11g area EUldthe ru.n-
w~ are outlined. 
commercial Airways Field is at one of the highest points in 
the Vicinity of Kansas City. ond theref'ore. does not experience the 
focmy and smok¥ cond.i tions that either or the o~her Y..nnaas City air-
· 1. The Army ,mi t retained. the· name o:t ·Richards Field v1hen it moved 
to Llunicipal Airport, and because of the confusion resulting in 
the duplication of names, the operators 01" Richards Field ·changed 
1 ts name to Commercial Airways Field. 
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ports do.1 It is not so convenient to the city but is readi1y access-
ible on Rigbwe.y Number 50. No lighting equipment is provided at the 
field.. Repair services, for both planes and engines, storage space 
and telephone communication are available through the Consolidated Air 
CO.llege. weather daU.L may be obtained from the United states Weather 
Bureau statinn in Kansas City, 1.!issouri. 
D. kn. Appraisal o't' Kansas City Airports
"Nearness to the business center and.accessibility to the 
public are o't' prime itn.portance in the . location or an airport. Local
transportation and communication tac1lities are also important consid-
era.ti.ons.11 ·Th.us does· Do;mestic Ml: liews, Number 25, summarize the 
factors essential to the location of an airport so that the best needs 
2of the community will be served. 
Hunicipal Airport is the most centrally located airport to 
any- or the larger cities of the country; Fairfax is conveniently lo-
cated in comparison with those of .the majority of the cities. From 
this point of view, Kansas City ~rhaps as f'avox:-ably reaches the stand-
.ard.s as any city can hope to do. under conditions now prevalent in the 
aviation industry. 
1. January 2, 1930 1. the air mail pilots were forced to make emergency 
-landings at Commercial Airways Field because the visibility made 
landing at either of' the other airports impossible. In at least 
two cases, the writer has observed similar conditions at the 
dif'f'erent airports. 
2. It 1s of' course understood that other factors, such as those of'• 
fer:l.ng hazax:ds are of more importance than these two. 
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Telegraph and telephone facilities are available f'or use 
of the public at both airports. Badio and teletype services are used 
by the transport companies. Transportation facilities are now avail• 
able but regular bus or street car service is not ~t provided.1 
lhe convenience of location of these airports is partially 
ottset by certain hazai:n-s. Municipal. Airport is exceedingly close to 
a large population center;. trees, telephone and telegraph lines on the 
e~t, and a bridge on the southeast. offer certain hazards. Both air• 
ports are located in. the ri var bottoms where tog conditions are the 
worst in the territory. 'lhe industrial. district.is almost directly 
south of both fields t therefore. presenting a smoke hazard which is . 
. serious at certain seasons of .the l'Sar• This condition_ is aggravated 
by the prevailing wind direction being ·south nine months ot the year, 
southeast one. month, and southwest one month. In February, the pre-
vailing winds are reported from the northwest, but aeronautical act-
1vi ty is usu.al.ly- limited at this season ot.the.year.2 
1. o.rticials ot the airports report th.at bus service will be regul• 
arly scheduled w.Lthin a few months. · ·-_./ 
2. Wind data f'rom the aJnµal Ai:.,teorologioal Sµmmary: tor 1928. 
· .AIR· TRANSPORT .
.. .. . . ~ - . 
The relationships between the various phases of the aero-
nautical industry are 'so interwoven that it is impossible to determine 
which of the phases is ot greatest importance. The extent to whioh 
any one ot them .can_ be developed, depends on the extent to which· the 
other phases have.been develpped. Each foms an integral part of the 
whole, yet 1s supplementary "to the other, but the ·transportation by
. ' ..
air or passengers, mail, expresses, and freight is the final goal to-
wards which ~l aeronautical aot1Vity ·1s directed. 
A. Historical Develo~ent.ot Air Transport 
AltJlough air transport is ·the Ul.tima.te goal of man•.s aero;"-,
nautical. .de~ire,. such a service has .been.slow 1n· development. 1'he. -
first airplane flight was ma.de in 1903 but ~ourteen years elapsed be• 
tore·. the first. scheduled transport. line was · a.nnc,unced. '!his line1 
established by the United states Ar1IJ.y• was exclusively an air mail 
line operating between V/a.shington, D. c. and New York City. In 1922, 
Westeni Air Express inaugurated the first passenger air transport 
line, that between Los Angeles and Catalina Island. Three years 
passed before other transport lines were established in the United 
l states. 
During this period of 1nact1 vi ty on the part ot American op-
erators, European lines were extended rapidly under subsidies granted 
l. A!£. commerce Bulletin, No. l, 
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by the central governments, but it is questionable if the expansion 
unier such conditions will be successful in the ultimate. or the sub-
sidy plan and its ef'rects, ,Walter P. McCracken, former Assistant Sec• 
rete.ry of Commerce for Aeronautics, says, •It has not helped the in-
dustry. When first established, its tend.ency was to stimulate develop• 
ment, as it was designed to- d.~, but that is now pa.st."1 
In 1926• eight new airlines were established, all of which 
are in operation today. These lines were National Air Transport, 
Chicago-Dallas; Robertson Airorat.t company, st. Louis-Chica.go; Colonial 
Airways,- ?Jew York-Boston; Varney Airlines, Salt Lake Clty•Pasco, Wash• 
ington; Pacific Air Transport, IDs Angeles-Seattle; Ford Airlines, 
Detroit-chicago; two additional lines t>f Western Air Express:, LOs 
Angeles-Salt !Ake City end Pueblo-Cheyenne. 
Six new lines were inaugurated in 1927: Pan American Air• 
ways• Miami-~avana; Ball Transport Company, Pittsburgh-Cleveland; 
Em.bry•R1dd.le, Cinoirmo. ti-Chicago J Stout Air Lines, Detro1 t-Cleveland; 
colonial Western Airways, Cleveland-Albany; and an· extension of the 
Ford lines from Detroit to Buf'fe.lo.2 , 
'!he extension ot air transport lines in 1926 and 1927 re-
sulted. ·. in great increases in the number of plane-miles operated and 
the· number,,of' passengers carried, but still greater increases were re• 
corded,. in 1928 when passenger tra.tf'ic increased 420 per cent and the 
l. Statement made in an address before the Air Traffic CDnterence 
held at Kansas City 1n 1929. 
2. Data. assembled from Ai£. Commerce pulletin. 
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number of tnil~s flovm 100 per cent.~ In .order t(?' show the tre..11d of 
a.tr transport 4.avelopme:o:~ in recent months,. Table ·VII ~s p~ented. 
transport operations ·Up to November, ·l92Q" when .. a s~ight decrea.~ ,oQ_-
ourred,. f'ollowed by similar dear,easea :in the subseqµent periods.-. now:- . 
ever, it should be noted that the decrease_s have been. relatively in-
significant and · el3pecially so if cognizance -is ta.ken of the seasonal 
character ot. air trmwport and the severe winter con~.i tions which have 
been experienced during the·past few-months.-
Period 
May 30, 1928 
July .31. 1920. 
- AUgUst 31, 1928 
September 30,. 1928... '. .
. cctober 31, 1928 
November· 301 1926 
December 31, 1928 
J'anuary.' 311 . 1929 
February 28, 1929 
.March 31, 1929 
April 30 t 1929 
l~ 31, .1929 
June 30, 1929
July 31, 1929 
August 31, 1929
September 30,. 1929 
.October 31, · 1929·. 
November 30•~1929 
































































l. Young, Major Clarence M., 1n an ·ad.dress at New York City, 
November 1. 1929. · · .. 
2. Aviation, October 5, 1929, :for periods 'to JUly, 1929. Later 
statistics trom ~ commerce py.lletin. 
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B. Kansas City /dr Transport Services 
'Ihe air mail service scheduled over the Chicago•Dal.1as route 
inaugurated the tirst transport senr1ce. through Kansas·City in 1926. 
The city is now _served by nine transport COIIl!)8llies of which four 
carry passengers and eXJ;>ress,, one ma.11· and passengers,. three passeng-.
ers only •.. and one mail exclusively. nieae companies and their ser-· 
vices are analyzed 1n the to.llowing pages. 
ijgtionAA, hJrX. Tr)msport. National .Air Transport, Inc.~ was 
organized in Delaware 1n 19~ .to carry air mail between Chicago and 
Dallas, Kansas City. Oklahoma City. and other points in the Middle \Vest 
and South. The first scheduled run wa..1:1 ma.de on ~s route . May 12, 
. ims, under contract. with the Post Office Department., On September 1,·: 
J.927 t the .. company began trEF1Sportir_.g air.mail between Chicae;o. and New
'. . '·; ; 
York, vi~ Cl~veland, and: 1naugura.ted air ~ress service over all 
'
'
lines under.; contract wit~1 1Jle .American Railway Express Com~y • 
.•. ' ; .'r 
. ~s City~ .iocated about midway on the Chica.gq•Dallas 
route~ was.therefore se+ected as the operating center tro~ which
o.ll :flying activities were: to- be directed •. ;: ·.The ten CUrtiss.·Qarriar 
Pigeon airplanes, :purchased,f'or the serv1~ ... were distributed e.mong the 
route as follows: tour at~ City, two 1ee.ch at Chica.go and Dallas, 
and tho r~a.ining two at µitermediate points. All maJor overha.u.l and 
re:pairgork was also concentrated at Kansas City. The opera.ting per-
sonne~, drawn .large.ly from.those who had received training 1~ the var• 
ious federal government services, consisted of fifty-one men, eight of 
• ' .. '. ~ '
,I
wbrml wore pilots. The daily reports ·or the United States Weather 
Bweau constituted the meteorol~gical services o:r . the company. commun-
t.cation was handled through. the western Union. 
National Air Transport·~· .the first organization ot any size
1 . ' . . 
to .operate oommerciaJ. routes• co:mn:iarcial aviation ·was as yet an ex-
periment .and the eompa.lly was· forced. to use a kind of •cut. and trytt pro-
. ce.ss· 1n· the· ,operation or ·the new ,service. The eurtiss · Carrier· Pigeons, 
· ·.of iooo pounds pay load capacity, were tound· to be too large for the 
needs or the mail and express services·. Vii th an idea of finding. the 
passenger carrying possibilities of, the route. eig;h·t Travel Air mono-
.' _planes·, equipped to carry both passengeramd mail.f were purchased and 
' . put into service in 1\Ugttst. 1927. These planes were designed . to carry 
750 :pounds of pay load divided between ·passengers and mail. 
In .February, · 1928, it was apparent that the air mail service 
on this route could not be of the greatest benefit to business un1ess 
it was ·advanced· approximately twelve hours. Under the new schedule, 
the cities north of lf.ansas City.were afforded little if any service, 
.and an ad.di tional daytime schedule v;as· inaugurated between ¥..ansas City 
- '
and .Chicago·. The Trave1 Air planes were replaced by ·speedier· Douglas 
planes on tlle night schedule• and· the former were used f'or the ne,v day
run. At this time the company had 30 planes in operation f'lying·sooo 
miles daily. 
When the Chicago-New York route was opened, the office of the 
operations · manager was· moved f'rom Kansas City to Chicago. In the fol• 
1. Th9r Aviation ;tndusto::, P.YDcb,on and Company. p. 105. 
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lowing summer, the overhaul. shops of Kansas City and Cleveland were al• 
~o moved to Chicago in order to concentrate these services at a central 
point. It had been found that for greatest ef'ficiency planes should 
be flown m~re than 500 miles be:fore ta.king from the run; therefore, re-
serve planes only were to be stationed at points outside o~ the cent• 
ral tenninal. The company has acquired real estate and constructed 
buildings only as such facilities were· not to be obtained in the var-
ious centers. Three hangars and an of'f'ice building a.re owned at Chi-
cago, one hangar each at Clevelw:::td• Ohio, Bellefonte, Pennsylvania, 
l and Kansas City. 
No statistics are available for the pounds of air mail un-
loaded at Kansas Cij;y as mail is weighed-in only. The poundage out of 
Kansas City for the months April to November, inclusive, of 1929• is 











Per cent of miles tlow.n. on 









Pounds ot air mail 









.1. The Kansas ·City hangar was purchased in November, 1929.
2. Information f'umiahed by curtis Barkes, au.di tor of National Air 
Transport.
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§outhwest~ .EY!. Express Wa;v;. southwest Air Fast .. Express, 
generally knovm. as the S •. A. F. E. We:g• was organized by a group .of 
Oklahc,ma oil men headed by Erle P. Halliburton, 1n January,. 1929,· 
Fouf·· trl-motored Ford planes were· purchased and the company began oper-
ation~,' A]?ril 20 • 1929, with the opening of :tour air routes, including 
the ~sas City-TUJ.sa division. Six diVisions are now operated by the 
company: (1) Kansas City-Tulsa• (2) st. Louis•Tulaa, (3) SWeetwater-
TUlsa, (4) Oklahoma City-TU.lsa, (5) Dallas-Tulsa, and (6) Dallas-Ft. 
Worth and Wichita Falls. Ford tri-motored planes are used exciusi ve-
ly :on all routes of the S. A. F. E. Way• 
In the first seven months o-£ operation of the Kansas City-
TUlsa lines, the planes flew 91,080 miles of the scheduled 93,520 miles, 
an average of 97 per cent completed trips. In three months of this 
period, the aircraft compl~ted all scheduled flights, for a 100 per 
cent average. During the sam,e period passenger traf'f'ic showed a steady 
increase, 223 passengers having been carried in April and 1600 in 
1 October. 
The s. A. F. E. \Vay is concerned with the shorter air trips 
rather than the long distance routes which many aviation men believe 
to be the only prof'itable air lines. However, the company has air• 
rail arrangements with several. railroads, one ot tl1e most important of' 
which is the Chicago-Los Angeles service via Kansas City, Tulsa, Sweet• , 
water, and El Paso. Another, by which Minneapolis and Galveston are 
l. Fleming, Clarence E., general- traffic manager of the line. 
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brought within 37 hours of each other, uses the .Chicago-Great Western .. 
to Kansas City, plane to,Dallas, and Southern Pacific Railroad to 
Galveston.· 
TranscontinentM Ait, n=ansporj. Transcontinental Air Trans-
port was .organized on. f1Ay 14, 1928, by the Pennsylvania Railroad. and 
interes~ prominently identified w1 th the CUrtiss Aeroplane and l..!otor 
company, Wright Aeronautical Corporation, National Air Transport and 
the Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railroad,· to inaugurate air and .. rail 
transcontinental passenger service. 
The company has,established passenger transportation by air-
plane and railroad.to complete the Journey between New York and Los 
Angeles in 48 hours. lb.is service, inaugurated July a, 1929,:.,continues, 
both eastbound and v1estbound on a daily schedule, The passenger leaves 
Nevr York on the Pennsylvania Railroad in the evening and arrives at 
Columbus, Ohio, the next mominc. Planes are used between Columbus and 
Waj'llOka,, Oklahoma.. the santa Fe Raitroad from Weynoka to Clov:i.s~ New
Mexico., and planes f'rom the latter terminal to Los Anc;eles · for the 
completion of' the Journey. Thus, the system proVides two day·service 
between the coa8ts 9 which by the fastest railroad. connections requires 
1 four days., 
The most exacting preparationG)were made for the opening of 
the rail-plane service, more than $3.ooo.,ooo having been. spent in pre-,: 
paring the route. and equipping with the necessary· f'acili ties. Exten-
sive surveys and investigations were made of' several possible routes 
1. Aviation Industcy,:1 Pynchon and Company, 1929, P• 108. 
' I ' • ' 
o:od a two-week preliminary schedule covering 40.000 miles was flown 
bef'ore the service was :rormallyopened to the public. 
Ford tri-motored, 10 passenger,. all-metal planes were se-
. lected f'or exclusive use on the airway. 'I.'hirty-f'our·pilots were ohos• 
en; or these the tirst pi.lots average 3000 hours flying experience. 
and 500 hours tri-motored ship experience. The .second pilots were all 
graduates of Kelly Fieldt the army training school.. Complete weather 
reporting services._ consisting of' ten weather stations, one of which 
is located in Y..ansas City, and seventy-two observation points, were 
established. These points ware connected w1 th each other and vii th the 
company's offices by both rad.io and teletype -communication systems. 
Kansas city is a.· stat:i.on on the line but no terminal facil-
ities a.re of:fered at the point except ticket offices and the weather 
reporting service; which are maintained at lJunicipal Airport. · '!he 
personnel at Kansas City consists of five men. 
Uni tad states Airways. United states Airways is a Delaware 
corporation f'ormed by :Kansas City busin~ss men :for the purpose of trans-
porting passengers, mail and express by air.· A direct route :from 
Kansas City to Denver, through Topeka, Salina, Hoisington, Goodland 
and Bays was the f'irst of'_ its air lines to be opened. Another line, 
routed east of' Denver through Hays, south to Goodland, Great Bend and
Hutchinson, and east again to Wichita, was formed .to begin operations 
December 15, 1929, but regular services are not yet offered on this 
line. 
Three other extensions are planned and are expected to be in 
operation by !Jarell l, 1930,: (1) Wichita to Oklahoma eity by way of' Enid; 
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(2) Wichita to Joplin to connect with the Southwest Air Fast Express 
line at Joplin; and (3) Kansas City to st. Louis by way of J'elterson 
City. 
A schedule· has been made by vlhich :passengers may use air and 
rail for transportation between Detroit and Denver by way or l{ansas 
City, in approximately 23 hours. Westbound, the trip is· started at 
Detroit on planes of the ·Stout Air Lines, at Chicago, the passenger . 
.uses the Chicago, Burlington and QUincy Railroad _to YiA?lsas City, where
the· planes of the Uni tad· states Airways make connections· f'or Denver. 
Flamingo 7-passenger airplanes are used on all routes o't the 
company. The planes on the Kansas City-Denver airline had Operated at 
about 22 per cent ce.:pacity from the date of' inauguration to December·1, 
' l ' ' 
1929. At· that time a rate cut of 20 per cent was made effective ·but 
no statistics are available as to the increased traffic resulting be-
cause of the lower rate. ·operations are based at Municipal Airport 
where hangar and oti'ice apace is leased. 
'!he route from Denver to Wichita is through a.large terri-
tory with practically no transportation f'aoili ties. No soction of the 
state or Kansas could perhaps more ne'arly utilize air transport ser• 
vices than could this territory. However, a disadvantage a.tf'ord.ed the 
line is the sparseness ot population. 
'Universal Ayiation eo;yoration. The Universal Aviation Cor-
poration, ca.pi talized at *10,000,000, has recently been acquired by the 
l. Knappenberger, J. M., general traffic manag~r. 
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Aviation Corpoi .. atiori. one of .the tour big aviation groups .in America. 
Universal is primarily a.trans.portation company operating in the IJiddle 
West .. but provides other services in some of' the larger aviation cent• 
ers. In addition to· the transport services in l{ansas. City. the company 
operates a ,complete; airplane repair and sales service, motor repair .and
overhaul base• . and the· :Porterfield Flying School. 
The company owns three ·0n1ted states Govomment air mail con•
tracts, one .·ot which is the st. Louis-omaha line through Kansas. City~ 
officially known as c. A. M. 2a.1 · Ihe original contract provided ror a 
single run . daily over1his route• .but uncLer a new con tract .both day and
night service was ottered on and after September 15, 1929. The mail 
is carried on this route by the Robertson Aircrart Corporation. a sub-... 
sidiary of Universal. IJail and passengel"' services were inaugurated 
over c. A. Ai. 28 in the summerLof 1929. Six-passenger super-Universal 
Fokker planes were first used on the line and are now supplemented by 
Boeing .four-passenger cabin planes. At· .. the present time, mail only ls 
carriod on the night run. During the rirst three months of operations 
on the st •. Louis•Rn.nsas City-Omaha 1ine, 13,782 pounds of mail and 268 
passengers were carried. 
lhe Universal. Co:.t'l)ora.tion inaugurated transcontinental. air-
rail service between the Ea.St and the west June 15, 1929, in conJunct-
1on with the 'l\fe\Y York Central and Santa. Fe Railroads. This linet known 
commonly as the Great Circle .Route, operates through Cleveland, Chi-
l.. Contract air mail route. All con tract routes .. are of'ticially des1g• 
nated by numbers preceded by the in1t1al.s c. A. M. 
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ca.go, Kansas City,. B:,Ild Garden City, connecting New York or Boston with 
Los Angeles and San Diego. The rotite trom Cleveland to Kansas City is 
a Department of commerce airli~e. A weather re:rorting system between 
Kansas C.1ty and Ga.rd.en City is operated 1n conjunction with the United 
states Weather Bureau. Universal and its subsidiaries furnish. direct 
connection with this transcontinental artery on already established 
lines to and. from st. Louis and between Kansas City, Oklahoma City, 
Tulsa and ot.r..erpoints or the S9uthwest. 
Central Air., Li~es. a 9,ivision cf Universal offers passenger 
and express services between Kansas City, Topeka, Wichita, and Tulsa 
daily .. except SUnd.ay. Travel Air 5-passenger cabin planes. are stand-
ard equipment on this line. Other divisions of the Universal Cori:,or• 
ation and the routes rm.ich they are opera.ting are: (1) Robertson Air-
craft ~Or)?Ort.ition, St. Lou1S•ClevelandJ (2) Continental Airlines, 
Cleveland-Akron-Columbus-Cincinnati-Louisv.tlleJ and (3) Braniff Air 
Lines, Tulsa-Oklahoma City-Wichita. ;.Falls-San Angolo. 
1he 01"f1c1als <?f the Universal AVia.tion Corporation, believ• 
ing that ~any aviation accidents are caused by 111 health or physical 
detects ot pilots have ~ployed two physicians who devote their tu.ll 
time to examining the personnel of the company. 'lhese physicians 
travel the entire universal system from Cleveland to Dallas· and examine 
l every employee ot the company once a month. 
W§stern Air F;Q;zreas. In "3anuary, 1929, Western Air Express 
·Was reorganized under the name or- Western Air Express Corporation, in 
l. Aviation, August 31, 1929. 
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Delaware,· tlirough :·an · exche.a.'1.ge of' stock on the basis of 25 shares or 
$10 par stock of the latter for each shar~ of tloo par stock of the
former comp£U1y. Tho new company ,:operates mail and passenger service 
between Los Angeles and Se.lt 'lake C1 ty • Pueblo and Cheyenne,. and pas-
senger service between LOs Angeles and San Francisco and Los Angeles 
and Catalina Isla..'1.ds. On Ju:ne ·1. 1929• the company announced the in-
auguration ot the l{ansas City-Los Angeles passenger ,service and on 
. . . l Aue;ust 6, 1929, express service was 1nsti tuted c:>ver this line. 
Western Air Express Corporation is one of the larger and 
well-financed companies operating in the aviation transport f'ield. It 
is one ot the tew co:cpan:t..es tha.tha.s actually made a return on the in• 
vestment. 'Ihe president, Harris M. Hanshue, announoed'tha.t net.eam-
ings tor the first quarter of' 1929 were equivalent to.03.05 per share 
on the stock cutstandine, and tor the first 6months were·$s.26 per 
share. Earnings in 1928 were $168. per:i,._share ot old stock and $6.73 on
·the new. ·· Five planes and 20· employees. constituting the initial equip• 
ment and personnel,· had grown to 39 pl.anes and 212 employees in 
. Attgust 1 1929. 2 The flying equipment was estima~d a.t 50 planes and 
persormel at 400 persons on December 15, 1929.3 SUper tri-motor Fok-
ker airplanes,. acoommodating l2 passengers, .az,e. standard equipment on 
the Kansas City-·:u:>s Angeles airline.· Five of the Foltker "F-3211 planes• 
the largest land planes 1n the United states,' have been ordered and 
1. Aviation Industry;, Pynchon and Company, P• 110. 
2. Wichita Magazine, August,. 1929. 
3. Wood, Thomas, District Passenger Agent at Kansas City. 
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will be placed in' service within a few months.1 
'Ihe inaugur~tion or the Kansas City-Los Angeles .air line, 
J'une 1, 1929, entitles Western Air EXpress to credit tor the first 
air-ra11 line connecting ·the Ea.st and the West. rpie Kansas Ci ty-I.os
·Angeles line,, 1417 miles long, 1£.o/echeduled in 12 hours with inter-
•• 0 ' • I 
mediate stops at Wichita, Amarillo, Albuquerque and IIol~rook. Planes 
leave both Kansas City and Los Angeles.each morning, arriving at the 
destination approximately 12 hours later. This trip, bf fastest rail 
coIU1ections, ~quires 46 hours. Since the opening of this route, the 
company has averaged about f'if'ty per c':mt loads vii th an on time sched-
. . 2ule above ninety per cent. 
Western Air Elepress has no financial affiliations with rail• 
road companies but has working agreements ~dth twenty-one, The 46-hour 
se:rvice between the coasts is provided by contracts id.th th~ New York 
Central., Santa Fe, and Chicago and Al ton railroads. A recently an-
nounced "hook-up" between Universal and Western ~r Express provides 
an all-air 36-hour service bet,veen the East and West. Under this plan, 
passengers will travel o~er Un~~ersal lines from New York to Kansas 
City, spend the night in Kansas City, and continue the trip over 
W. A. E. lines the following day.
The company carries passengers and express on the Kansas City-
Los Angeles line, the express service having been inaugurated August 6 9
1. Various aviation magazines, verified by £!r. Wood. 
2. wood, Thomas. district passenger agent ot l{ansas City. The on time 
schedule is about the same as that of the santa Fe Railroad. 
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.l.929. F..xpress ·shipments are limited to 200 p~unds and to dimensions 
not exceeding 60 x 19 .x· 40 inches. Half' fares are offered to .chil.dren 
between ,the ~es of two and twelve years. 
,Western Air Express operates from l.mnicipal Airport where one
hangar has b~en pµ.rchased and. another ~stimated to cost $75.000 is to 
be construoted in the ne~ :future. Ticket offices a.re maintained at 
the. Ba.1-timore Hotel: and the air terminal build.i11g ot Municipal Airport. 
Mid-continent AU: ia;press. w~~tem· Air :Eltpress is affiliated 
with Mid-Continent Air .Express." which operates t?ro airlines at the. pre-
sent time. The first of these, established August 20. 1929, · runs from 
Denver south through Colorado Springs, PuebJ.o, Albuquerque and El Paso; 
the other. established .November 19,. 1929, kno\vn as the Kansas City-
Denver line,. runs from De,;iver to Ptl.eblo, then branches east through 
Dodge City, Wichita, and Topek~ to Kansas City• 
Harris {t!. Hanshue is president of both Western Air EX.Press 
and Mid-Continent .. The Aero corporation of California also owns·a 
stock interest in tbe company. Flying operations are based at Mtmici-: 
pal Airport where the company uses all the :facilities of the western 
Air ~ress. ,Flying equipment,. Fokk~r Super-universal planes, per• 
ac;>nnel, s~rvices aboard planes and to and from airports, are identical 
to those of' the parent company. The morning plane leaves Kansas Ci tY. --
at 6:50 arriving in Denver at 3:3S·and at El Paso at 5:50 in the 
afternoon. nie plane from Denver leaves that city in the morning and 
arrives at Kansas City, in the atternoon of the same day. 
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Yell.ow CaJ.1. Airr;a;ys. Yellow Cab Airways is an Iowa company 
Offering passenger and express services between Kansas City. Des Uoines, 
Mason City. a.nd Minneapolis. In addition.to its transport services. 
the company oper~es the municipal. airport, flight and ground schools. 
a:nd. aerial ta.Y..i at Dea Moines. · Its transport operations are based 
The air line was f'ormally opened to the public J.f!JJ.y 6, 1929. 
and operations were disoon tinued November l of the same year. Services 
will be resumed a.bout April l, 100c. wi tl:t no change in schedule and
with the same equipment, Fairchild cabin monoplanes carrying si."lt ,ass-
. 1 
engern,- pilot and a limited amount of baggage. Records of the com• 
pany from June, 1928, to December 1, 1929, show t.hat .1ts via.nos mado
12,733 fl.ights carrying is.coo passengers a total of 283,,511 miles 
' ' ' 2
without inJtt:ry to a. single passenger. 
· c. Present Status or YAtl.Sa.s City Air Transport 
In 19291 thirty-two planes, carrying mail• passengers• and
, · express, made seheduled claily trips 1n and out of' the I{ansas City air-
ports. ns compared. with eight plaues9 .carrying air mail only, in the 
year preceding. In 1927., 22.,000 pounds of ma.U ,vero carried 111 and 
out of the city; 411 785 pounds 1n 1928• and 77t900 :pounds in 1929.
3 .
iheae sta.tisticc serve to indicate the rapid expmision ot transport. 
· services 1n the city within the pas:t few: months. 
l. A let.ter of December 28., 1929• f'rom Russell Reel, president of 
the company. 
2. Ibid.
3. !iAMas~ Times, .ranuary 1, 1930. 
CHAPTER VI 
AERONAUTICAL INSTRUCTION 
The early method of flying instru.ction was frequently OJ.le of 
a hazardous nature, obsolete and sometimes even dangerous planes being 
used f'or instructional purposes. Pilots were of questionable qualifi-
cations, 1n fact, many ot them ottering their services as instractors 
knew very little about flying, and. even l.ess about how to teach others 
to fly. Adequate medical examinatiDns were practically unknown out-
side the governmental services, and all who applied for flying in-
struction received it regardless of their fitness tor the responsibil-
ities of :flying. 
A. Problems of Flying ):nstruction 
The inevitable result of such methods was the appearance of 
a. number of pilots who, because of physical defects or iq,ri:roper train-
·ing, with the resultant t'aulty flying habits, were "unsafe". .Acci• 
dents mounted in number until aviation was considered as extremely 
hazardous. Certainly pilots cannot be held responsible for all ot the 
·casual.tie13; aircr~t engines were little developed, planes were often 
improperly designed,. and in a.. tew cases improperly assembled, but the 
following passages serve to indicate that the pilot was at fault in 
the greater number or cases: 
"Records or various accident bo~ds indicate .. that by far the 
greatest number of accident causes are chargeable to personnel, and 
that the greatest contributing factor in this category is poor tech• 
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nique on the part or the pilot. This of course ref'lects upon the fiy• 
er•s original trailhing."l 
A study, covering the past 8 years ot United states naval 
aviation history, shows that the predominant responaibili ty for crashes 
rests on the pilot. "Fifty-two per cent ot all crashes in this period 
were attributed to errors of pilots;. thirty-one per cent to structural 
or power plant :f"ail.ures; nine per cent to the condition of the air-
, . 2
port; and various smaller proportions to miscellaneous causes." Sim-
ilar records are not uncommon, some writers even contending that over 
80 per cent or present day casualties are due to errors of1he pilot. 
such reports certainly Justify the conclusion that the agencies offer• 
ing flying instruction ~hould be regulated as regards personnel and 
equipment ~d that only those pilots should be permitted to fly who 
are "physically tit" ~d have su1'1"icient :flying ability. 
Dl!!, E"tfect ·2.t, Federal Regul&tion. The federal government 
has attempted to make aviation saf'er 1n numerous ways, but has accomp-
lished two things in particular in·regard to the 11pilot" problem. 
First, strict regulations were adopted regarding the licensing of 
pilots and: aircraft by the Air commerce Act of· 1926, and second, an 
amend.men t vwas made to this act in 1929, providing f'or the approval or 
~lying schools by the Department o:r Commerce. 
The great progress made recently in raising the standards or 
flying instruction in this country is without question partly the re-
1. .Associated :Freas report appearing in the Kansas ™ Star. 
October 25, 1929. 
2. Ibid. 
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sult of these ·rederal regulatipns. SUoh regulations wi.11 ultimately·· 
prove beneficial. to ~ ent;1re aviation industry, but it does not ne-
cessarily follow ~t the immedia~e results will be beneficial 'to. the 
flying school. :In .f'act, such regu1ations have presented some import-
~t problems .;o th~ school. now operating. 
One of the first of these is the limiting of the number of' 
stu.d.ents by the rigid .licensing requirements.. 1\nother is the advis-
ability of incurring the necessary expenditures to receive the approval 
ot the Department or commerce·. 1 UndoubtedJ.y the school. which can ad-
vertise as an •approved scb.00111 has an ad.vantage over the school that 
is . not approved;. but this advertising ad.vantage mey- not ott$.Weigh the 
cost of' receiving such approval. It is possible that in the f'a.ce of 
strong competition and a price-cutting campaign, the school that had 
incurred consi4erable :expense in reaching the. approved standard would 
actually be at a competitive di sad.vantage.'. 
could be obtalined 1.Tom the flying sohool only, the (J.1¥3,~ti~~ .s~~~ted 
above ,would be more easily answeredi but many other agencies have 
.. trained pilots in the past,. are do'i.11g so now. and unless the present 
system of regulatio~s is changed• will ;no . doubt continue to do so. 
Among the most important of these are the f'lying clubs which have de-
veloped rapicay 1n the past two years and are increasing in popularity.
Individual pilots also give instruction aside from their regular 
1.. Under the present regulations .• the examination and rating· of' a 
flying school is· made only upQn request of the ovmers or repre-
sen:t~tives ot the school. 
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duties. Dealers and distributors quite frequently include a limited 
amoimt of instruction vlith tho sale of a plane. 'lhe most recent de-·· 
velopment in this field o:r ··instruction is the announcement of plan.a by
two of' the larger companies whereby instruction is purchased with a. 
. . l plane at a combination price. 
Permanency Qt. the Flying School. In add.1tion to these 
questions of competitio11 within the field,_the flying school ts faced 
with the problem of· its permanency. At present most aviation author-
ities believe that a more or less comprehensive system.of flying in•·
struction will. always be necessary but much the same idea was enter-
tained in the early development or the automobile. liany schools, for 
the purpose o:t teaching people to drive automobiles, ware established 
and leading men ,:,f the industry predicted great,fttture expansion 1'or 
such a type ot training. However, this type or school 1s practical.ly 
extinct today and all necessary driving instruotion;- is given by the 
salesman. 
Airplanes· ·are cons~tly .being improved end made easier to 
pilot. Safety contests are sponsored and much attention ia given to 
the·· designing and construction of a ao;...called. "f'ool~proof'" plane. lJl 
the light of' past experiences, it is not beyond the realm of posiibil~ 
ity to construct a plane that will to a large extent be independent ot: 
the pilot. one 1n which the average person can fly with a comparative 
l. These planes were announced by Alexander Aircra.c!t Company and
Parks Air College. The saving afforded on a limited commercial 
license training is $815 and $1280 on the transport license when 
purchased With a plane at Parks Air college. 
degree ·of safety with a minimum.of. trainins,, and ·there:t'ore, one in 
which the salesman can give the necessary piloting instructions as is 
done in the automobile industry todey. The radio directional beam and 
the :automatic pilot are two or· these most recent developments in mak• 
ing the plane less dependent·on control by the pilot. 
B. Aeronautical Sehools or Kansas City 
'.there a.'t"o nov, eight active .flying schools, one ground school., 
throe welding schools, end one aeronautical engineering school. operat-
ing in Y..ansa.s City. .A.n a2ialysis . o:t these companies and their oper-
. ations. is presented 1n the foll.owing pages •. 
~ Q.tebe• Jl<2.hool Qt.• FJ.:vin&e The Ar~ Goebel Aviation com-
·pany ,. a l-.!issour1 corporation, ca.pi :ia,i1zed at $300·.000, formally opened 
the .Art Goebel Schoe>l or Flying at 1Aunioipa1 Airport May 27. l92S. 
Colonel Arthur c. Goebel, famous aviator, is president of the company, 
and the board ot directors is composed of wel1 known Kansas City bus-
iness men:. Conrad, H.Ma.nn. LOu Ee Holland, Herbert IA. Woolf'e: R. L. 
Naf'ziger9 J. c. · Nichols• Joseph F. Porter. and Thornton Cooke •. 
TWo buildings have been erected at Municipal. Airport: (1) a.
main building with well equipped. class rooms, administrative offices, 
and shop and assembly space1'and (2) a. hangar 1n which the stUdent 
· training planes are housed •. Plans have been completed 1'or t11e·.con-
struotion ot a 250-student dormit.ory sou·th or the present buildings. 
A general ottice is maintained .a:t; the .Hotel Muehlebaoh 111 Y.ansas City, 
Missouri, in addition to the administrative of'f'ices at the airport. 
stments train on a 90-acre tract'o~ land, ad.Joining Hun• 
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icipal Airport,. and at the ·Liberty, t.U.ssow. .. i, municipal field, thus 
avoiding congestion at the IWl.sas City airport. The company owns the
field ad.Joining the Municipal Airport, but leases the field at Liber• 
ty. The latter field is to be completely equipped with lighting and 
servicing facilities. 
on November a, 1929.. the school bad an approximate enroll• 
rzwnt of 90 StUdents.1 ; fi£teen ships 1 including a Stinson•Detroi ter 
6-place cabin, were used tor instructional 'purposes at .that 'time. 
nie krmy system of instruction ls used exclusively in the 
school. This system was installod by army officers on leave or ob• 
senoe from Brooks Field, an Prmy training field at San Antonio, Texas. 
These of'ticers conducted a. school for instructors Who carried on the 
army system after the officers retumed to their bases. 
An employment agency is operated in conJttt1otion with the
school. A basketball team has been organized and games scheduled with 
other aViation school teams. Trips are made by air which gives the 
student more long distance flight experience. No insurance is p1·0-
vided the student 1n the list price of' flying courses. If insurance 
is desired, it maybe obtained from some agency outside the school 
and at the student's expense. 
Up to January 1,, 1930, only 26 schools had been approved by 
the Department of commerce. The Go.ebel school received its approved 
cer:t1t1ca te the first 'Week of' 1930 • 
1. Clyborne, H. v., sales representative. 
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Jt:11..nett AirwaY§. ·one of the oldest aviation organizations 
In ·Kansas City. l3ennett Ai~,, was established in 1924 by Dr. George 
L. Bennett 9. an early aviation e11thusiest. lb.& Marca Field in trr-
,gentine, Y~sas. \98.S first used for training purposes end aft.er one 
year at this f'ield the training base was moved to Ri~hards Field9 now 
kn.own as 9ommercial Airways. , The Bermett school operated at the lat-
ter field three ye~s, after which it moved to Municipal Airport. A 
ground school, located. in Kansas Ci~y, Missouri, is operated in con-
Junction w1 th the flight school. 
Eleven airplanes are owned by the company and used for.fly-
ing 1.nst~ction. Nine instructors, three f'light and six ground, con•_ 
stitute the instructional statt. On December l, 1929, 'the school re• 
ported 75 students of which 54 were taking flight courses.1 Plans 
have recently been announced tor the erection of a $25,000 hangar at 
imnioipal Airport and the <ioubling of equipment, including training 
2plan.es and shop equipment. 
The Bennett schO_ol otticial.s clai~ to have been among the 
first to introduce the finance pl~ for_ students taking flying in-
struction. It is also claimed that more transport pilots have been 
graduated :from the Benne.tt school than .from any other school in the 
country,. but officials have been unable to substantiate the claim or 
at least have failed to do so. Employees.and officials have tailed to 
estimate tJ;ie number of students trained, the number tald.ng transport 
1. Intormation supplied by Roy Harkins,. sales representative, ana,. 
Mrs. Gregory ot the off.ice •.. ·· 
2. Kansas cita.an, Decemb~r 17, .. 1929. 
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training, or the number graduated. 
Corisolidatru:\ .Ai£ Q!ul~. The Commercial Airways COr,poration 
was organized 1n April, 1928, by A. A. Yeomans and R. L. Gregory tor 
the sole. purpose of g1Ving aeronautical instruction. A lease was se-
cured from the Air Terminal Development Company :tor the old Richards 
Field and until December, 1929, the oompmiy operated a school at this 
airport. Beacon Airways was organized 1n the early part of 1928 and 
·1n Jtme of' the same year formed a subsidiary, the Consolida~. Air Col-
lege, tor the purpose ot operating a general aeronautical school. In 
December, 1929.· this school and commercial Airways were merged end- t're 
now operating as one tmit under the name of consolidated Air college 
e.t Richards Field under the lease held by Commercial Airways Corpor• 
ation. 
Twelve.planes powered with oix di:f'torent kind~ or motors are 
used for instructional purrioses. From three to six pilots and three 
ground men are employed during the season o-r active operation. but 
•. '
only one flying instructor and one meehel11c now compose the personnel 
ot the school. J\l?proximately 200 students have been trained in the 
l two orgenize.tions to date. 
Qle of the advantages 14:forded by the Consolidated Air eol• 
lege 1s the operation from the private field eway from the congestion 
or the larger Airports and .some distance from the more densely :pop• 
ulated section of tha c1 ty. 
1. Yeomans• A. A. 1 president of the school. 
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service·is the world1s·oldestflying organization, the curtiss Exhib• 
ition COinpany having been founded by Glenn n. Curtiss in 1910. A new
corporation was chartered in Delaware ·1n 1928 known_ as the curtiss Fly-
ing service,· Inc.:. ·to acquire the capital stock of the original company. 
This·corporation is now one of the units ot the curtiss-Wrightorgan-
iza.tion, formed An.gust ,15, 1929. 
The company ovms .a fleet of" airplanes, operates training 
schools and furnishes general flying service. It also has the exclu-
sive agency for the products ot Curtiss Aeroplane and Motor company, 
Sikorsk.9" Aviation Corporation, and Cllrtiss•Robertson Airplane Man• 
Uf'a.cturing Company. 
Tflenty•tive flying sehools·are now operated by the curt1ss-
Wright ·organization in the United States. Each school. is a counter-
part of the other, classes are uniform and instruetinn is stan4ard. 
Training is ·based on Army and Navy approved methods of instruction. 
A special school for the curtiss-Wright instructors is maintained a.t 
l 
Detroit1 Michigan. 
Trio buildings estimated. to have cost $2501000 haw been 
built by the company on Fairfax Airport f'.rom which. all operations are 
based. Ten planes, iniluding ~ee Fledglings and two cabin ships 
were used f'or training purposes December l, 1929. 72:le instructional 
sta.f'f' at that time consisted ot six instructors, three flights and
.1. curtiss Fly Isaf", October1 1929. 
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three ground. Approximately 70 stUdents were enrolled, of which number 
l . about half' were. taking. ~ying_ instruction. 
A branch school was established at the Lawrence Municipal 
Airport in October, 1929. Two Curtiss airplanes and two instructors 
are sta.tione~ at this field for instructional. and aerial-taxi pur-
. 2
poses. Four stud.en ts are now enrolled in the Lawrence branch. 
The Curtiss school was the first in Kansas City and one ot 
the first twelve schools 1n the United States to be approved by the 
. .p 5Department o. Commerce. 
Porterfield Fl:yiag School {Universal)• The Porterfield Fly-
ing School was established in 1925 by E. E. Porterfield, president of 
the American Eagle Aircraft corporation. In 1929 a controlling inter-
est was_purchased in the school by. the Universal Aviation Corporation, 
a subsidiaxy of the Aviation corporation, ranked among the first three 
. . . 4
great aeronautical interests in the United States. 
'lhe school is now one ot a chain of' ten schools located in 
as many different cities and in .all s~tions of the country. Until 
July l, 1929• the scho.ols retained their separate names 'but from that 
date each school is known only by the city 1n which ,it is located, 
except the Kansas City school. These schools are operated .from the 
~tional_~ead.quartt:rs office in st. !Duis, Missouri. 
1. Dawson. Captain, manager ot ·the :!Cflnsas· City ·branch. 
2. December 20, 1929. 
s. ~ Commerce Bulletin, No. 6. 
4. Av;iation Ipdysta, P• 19. 
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A modern bUilding has.been .constxiicted on Fai~ax Airport 
'l ... 
trom wlu.bh all operations of ·tlle Universal. corporation 1n Kansas City 
'' . 
are based. This buil~~,. ~ontains administrative offices ot. the 
schooi' and ~e transpor~tion li~es,. passenger -terminal.· tacil.ities, 
hangar space, and repair shops•. Ten planes. consisting _of' four Amer-
-ioan Eagles, three Fleets, one Curtiss-Robin, one ~. and ,one Mono . ' . . . ...., " . , . ~ . ' . ,,
Coe.ch, were used ·tor instmctional purposes in December, 1929. Seven 
instructors made ,up' the personnel .of the school at that time. One hun-
dred seventy studen. ts .. i.vere enro11ed in the six courses offered by the 
school. Approxima.~ely; 1,000 s.tudents have bee~ trained in some pha,se.
_ot the aeronautical.industry since.the school was organized in 1925.1 
The Department.of' C~erce p;aced the Porterrield school on 
the approved list-of aeronautical.. schools Dctober 3, 19291 only one 
.week.af'~r the curtiss school haB been ~pproved. These were the only 
schools in Kansas c1.ty :to receive such approval during 1929. 
La.thro:E .Trade. School •.. The .first aviation mech~.ics co~se 
to be· offered by the -Kansas City l?ublic . Schools was announced for the 
. ' ' ,.. . ' " '. ,, - . . ' '. ,, ' ..
. seconl:- semester of- 1930. .!he "course _is taught by- en inst~ctor of the 
school and can.· accommodate about 20 students.. High ·School grad~tes 
or · those with mechanical exp~rience are ac~epted for the class. An
adult. tuition charge ot $70 is required of those over 20 years of' age. 
. . ' ' .. ,, .· . . ( 
lhe Bureau of Aeronautics encourages such courses in the 
public schools and tb;e.· War and Navy departments cooperate by supplying t 
· l. .Biersmi th, Tom, assistant sales manager ot the Portert'ield 
(universal) School. 
free of -cost. equipment retired from their fields. 
SWeeney Aviation School. The SWeeney· Aviation School is the 
',
outgrowth'of the SWeeney Automobile'and Tractor.School which has been 
in operation the· :past 15 years. Approximately 1300 students have been 
trained in· the aviation school~ most ot whom have received training in 
mechanics and ground'work'rather than in flnng.1 nte exact status 
or· this school is in doµbt·~ 'although still advertising that -aeronaut-
1.cal courses are offered. 2
.ApJgrican Eagle,;Schoo1-~. The-American Eagle Aircraft 
corporation-has·recently'announced pJ.ans·to opera.ea 276-a.irports·in 
Missouri, Kansas,. Nebraska.· Iowa and Oklahoma. in conJunoUon with tlie 
municipal.1 ties owning the ports• The airport Will be leased on a 10-
year basis and· the American FJlg1e company will equip ea.ch with a bi• 
plane and f'umish a. pilot. The pilots will e.et··as head instructors o:f' 
aviation· schools to ·be established at each airport, · 
Flying instruction 'fr.lll be sold to students under e. plan 
heretofore untried 1n the aviation industry. A book o~ tickets will 
be purchased. each ticket entitling the student to a certain amount of 
instruction at~ time he has the time for it. 
·The chain was ine.ugurated in January. 19301 when· the ··:r1rst 
school was ,established at· Fairfax Aiiport, Kansas City, l{a.nsaa • 
. l. A letter from Mr. E. J. _SWeeney, president of the schoql. 
2. The school's flying·equipment is reported to have ·been sold. A 
letter soliciting ·students was received December 7, 1929. 
CHAPTER VII 
SUPPLFtMENT.ARY AERONAUTICAL.ACTIVITIES 
The preceding sections have been concerned -with 'tbose com-
panies who·se operations ere primarily in the major fields of aeronaut• 
ioal activity, the manufacture or aircraft, schedule~ air transport, 
,aeronautical instruction, ·.and the operation of airports. Certain sup-
plementary actirities suo.h as the manufacture 'Of accessories and parts, 
saJ.es and se~ce :facilities,, insurance, and promotional and regul• 
atory organizations are essential if the maJor phases are to operate 
efficiently and become a permanent part of the industrial lite ot the 
city. These ~plementary activities are perhaps not so conspicuous 
as are those bef'ore discussed but nevertheless have a. very important 
role 1n the aeronautical industry or Kansas C1 ty. This section will, 
therefore, be. concerned w1 th these miscellaneous companies and their 
seni.ces.
A. M!.acellaneous Manttf'acturers
[i\rot!:f',t DYP:nes. No Ke.nsas City company is at the present 
time prOd.ucing aircraft engines on a. commercial basis. The Franklin 
Aeronautical corporation recently- exhib1 ted a new cam type engine which· 
has been under development tor ·the past eleven years by the inventor. 
George E. Franklin of Kansas City. The engine is now undergoing tests 
and will be put into production it the tests prove satisfactory. 
IiElP,EQ. canvas- hangars,; in rour different sizes,,, are. man-
ufactured by the Baker-Lockwood 1Ianufactur1ng company;, steel-, hangars
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by the Butler Manufacturing Company• Columbian St.eel. Tan.le Company, 
Havens structura1 Steel Company, and Kansas City structural Steel 
Company. 
V:eld Servicing Uni ts. Aircraft refueling. units equipped to 
service airplanes with gasoline, oil, water and air are built by the 
Butler Manufacturing Coml)any and the COlumbian Steel Tank company. 
' , ' ' '
Transcontinental Air Transport m:dered. eleven of the Btl tler uni ts when
the -transcontinental pa;Gseriger service ~ begun~ The Colunibian Steel 
Tank COmpany recently bui~t i'our units ·ror the Uni~ed. States Pirmy Re-. 
serve Cor::ps. 
P;topellers. · The Amerfcmi. sash an,f Door company has added a
propeller manufacturing department to its wood working.operations. 
Wood propellers only are manufactured by the company. 
Qther I.~ateriaJ.s ~ .!Ji Manuf'acturp. The Bar-Rusto Corpo~-
a.ti'On manufactures waterproo~meta.J. for airplanesJ the Holeker Man• 
uf'acturing Company~ aluminum oU arid gasoline tanksJ and the Sewall 
Paint ·end Varnish company. paints,. varnishes, ·1acquers, and enamels; 
the i"rank P=:ton Lumber Company supplies wood and. plywood tor use in . . .
aircraft cons:truction. 
[Scessories Mm?,Ura.o;turers. Aeronautical clothing 1s man- · 
ufactured by then. D. Lee 1&3rcnntile Company and the Empire Cap· Man- ·
utactur1ng company; gogglea by the f>'pecial.ty Op~ical Company. 
B. sales and· SerVice 
61,rplang, · l?j.stributors. Bennett Airways distributes "F,ag].e-
rook", •Mono coup" and "Mono Prep" "airplanes 1n Kansas and Missouri J 
Bredouw-HiUiard. Aeromotive .corporation. ·ft]'J.amingo0 cabin planes; eur-
tiss•Wright ·Flying SerVice.,11 0., ·x. Robin"• •Challenger Robintt •. _ttstkor• 
s~• and "Travel Air•i Mannon Ja'Otor Company,- •velieff ·Mono Coup; Tex 
lAGrane. "Waco"f. _and Herbert Woolf, nstinson~Detroitern. 
,Apoessor1es, R§pairs and· ~ts. Bredouw-Hllliard holds ex• 
elusive sales and service rights ~or the_ "Wrigh.t" aircre.f't<-engine,in 
the Western ·district. A branch house is ·now operated by the company 
at Wiclu. ta and anQther will be opened at Denver w1thin two months. 
Exclusive service rights have also been granted the company for :Mun--..
icipal Alrport.1 Curt1sa•Wr1ght Flying Service distr1~'1tes arui ser-
vices all products of the curtiss-Wright. organization and its af'i"U-
iated companies. Universe.u AvJ.ation co~oration has the exclusive 
sal:es and service rights for the Pratt•Whitney engines. These service 
rights are also held in Chicago• st. LoUis ar.d Wich.1 ta. 
Ea.ch of these companies carries a complete inventory ct re-
pairs, parts and accessories 'for all standArd airplanes. Service tac-
il.i ties are in charge of factory trained· personnel. 2 The United States: 
.Army Reserve corps maintains- co~lete service f'a.cil1t1es for govern-
ment a.1.rcraft of all '·types. National Air Tra.'"lsport and other private 
operators,- ·11ava their privatd. -repair and service uni ts. 
1. This includes only tb.e pUbl1o seriice,9 not the service of the oper• 
ati?lg companies maintaining facilities on the airport. 
2. smaller companies also offer similar services but on suoh a small 
scale that they have not been considered in this report. 
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an unheated hangar at Commercial Airways Field. Rates :for storage are 
approximately the same . as _for ~imilar services and accommodations in . 
other aviation centers. 
Automobile Transportation. Transportation to_ and from the 
airJ;:orts is provided by the Kansas City Bus and Air Terminal and the-. .
Ni-sun Bus and Air Lines companies. Ea.ch of' the air transport compan-.
ies provides transpo~tation i"rom the hotels and downtovm. offices to the 
airports .from which their planes operate. 
~ ~ ~ Fuel and lubrication supply bases are oper-
ated at the pr~noipe.J. ~irports by oi1 companies under contract with 
the leading transport companies. 
Qpmmunioation. Postal Telegraph maintains an office at the 
Air Terminal Building on Municipal Airport. Radio and.teletype commun• 
ication systems are used by the;tr&?,sport companies. T,elephone ser-
vice. is available at all o:f the airports. 
Engineering. The United States Aircraft Engi~eering School 
offers professional. services in all aeronautical engineering problems 
1nclud.1ng the design.of aircraft and construction and operation of 
airports.· George M. Thorn~ otters services in airport design. con-
struotion_and management. 
tnsuran:oe. National Aviation Und.envriters has been formed 
by Jules B. Guinotte and a. E. Clark ~or the purpose of' acting as 
underwriting manaeer or agent tor insurance companies. Aviation insur• 
ance is also of'f'ered by w. A. Osgood., Oppenheimer Brothers, and
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Shea. and .McCord.
c. Flying Service Qther Than Scheduled· Air Transport 
~unders El:l.-ll.•Xoumelr. One ~f -the latest developments in 
the aeronautical world is the Fly•lt-Yourself' service inaugurated by
the Saunders company in Kansas .City. September 15, 1929. lhe service 
.. ·is an outgrovrth ot 'the a.utomobil.e rental system rihioh the comra.ny has 
been operating for the pest thirteen years and is similar to that sy-
stem in.principle and operation. 
Ara:ow Sport open-cockpit biplanes have been adopted as stand• 
ard equipment f'or the service. ,Six o:f' t..riese planes were delivered to 
the Kansas City office and are now available for public use. k:ly per-
son or .f'inn may rent one o:r these _planes, but only those persons who 
' '
hold government licenses may pilot them.. The rental charge consists 
of three :parts: a. flight time charge, a possession time charge,. and an 
insurance charge. l?lanes are equipped with meters which record the 
aotua1 flying time. the number of revolutions of the motor, and the 
•. 2
total time the plane is out of the company's hangar. 
Ulscella.."leous Flying s~rvicfVI• .Aerial ta.xi, both local and 
long distance, is offered by CUrtiss~Wright Flying Service, Saunders 
Fly•It•Yourself system. and various pri"J'a.te operators. '!he curtiss 
·1. This is perhaps not a complete list or all insurance companies of-
fering aviation insurance; however, it does include all those com-
panies advertising as such in the Kansas City newspapers and those 
listed in the aaronnnt1.cA! ID!Se. l?),rqc:t,b..a, of 1929, al.so by the
Chamber or Commerce of Kansas City, Missouri•
2. Intormation from .£:\irorat"t ~. ~ J21gest, and interview with the 
manager or the Kansas ~1 ty branch, :Ui.a.Jor Landon.
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service offers four tours of Kansas City and nearby cities in addition 
to special sightseeing trips. Tex LaGrone. Ruf Brothers, A. M. Hanna. 
Charles Quinn, Dr. John D. Brock, and James Sm1 th are among tl1ose pri-
. 1 
va.te operators of'.fering the various ta.xi services. Photography, ma.p• 
ping and surveying services are also available by special arrangement 
with the larger companies. 
D-. .Aeronautical Organizations 
ynited states ~ Reserve Cgrps. In 1921, the United states 
War Department established·six army bases.for the purpose of training 
reserve officers, providing landing rields f'or the service planes. and 
promoting interest in cormnercial aviation. One of' these bases was 
established at Richards Field in Kansas City. 
The Kansas City unit now has approximately fifty members. 
These members. through the organization, have been active in fostering 
general aviation .. interest in Kansas City and territory. It was this 
group .that made the ,extonnive survey by \1hich the 1,rese1it site of Mun-
icipal Airpoi .. t was selected. Seven airplatJ.es. consisting of six train• 
1ng and one service type• aro maintained at the I\S?lsas City Municipal 
Airport for training reserve officers. Complete servicing.facilities 
a.re also provided tor eove1nzncmt aircraft. 
National Aeronautical .Association. A chapter of the Nation-
al aeronautical. Asaoc1ation, an organization primarily for the advance• 
1. Operators of this type are not often permanently located at any 
particular city. Those mentioned above have made Kansas City 
their head.quarters tor the past season or longer and have 1here• 
tore been mentioned. 
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ment of aviation, is active in Kansas City. A temporary organization, 
called the Women's Division o! the National Aeronautical Association, 
was formed 1n .AUgust, 1929. 
Glider~ 21:. Kansas Citx. In July, 1929, the Glider Club 
of Kansas City was ·Organized as a chapter of the National Glider Asso-
ciation. Twenty-five members are no1,v enrolled in the local chapter. 
This organization plans to train 100 glider pilots within the. next 
six months? 
e+eronautics Diyision·Qt ~ Chamber; .2.t. Qgmmerce. A special 
de)?artment devoted to the interests or aviation has been instituted in 
the chamber ot commerce organizations of both Kansas City, Missouri, 
and Kansas City, l{ansas. 
Aeronautic§ »ranch, Departmgat 2.t Commerce.. 'lhe Air Ac:t or 
1926 created a new branoh·or the.Department of commerce known as the 
Aeronautics Branch. This branch v.ras divided into several sections; one 
or which is the inspection ·and licensing or aircraft and pilots. The 
work of this sec~ion increased so rapidly that the United States was 
divided into nine districts with a . supervisor .in cbarge.1 ,of each district·. 
A supexvisor was placed at Kansas City to have charge of the I<:ansas 
City district consisting or the four states: Missouri, Kansas, Neb• 
raska and Colorado. The supervisor and six inspectors, three field and 
three factory, are now connected with the Kansas City office. 
Priva.tg Flying Clubs. Several f'lying clubs have recently 
been ro·rmed for the purpose of securing flying instruction under the 
cooperative plan. Only two of these, howe~er, are now active, the Ace 
l. Thompson, Hugh. L., president or the Kansas City chapter. 
of Clubs Flying Club and· the· National Aeronautics-.Associa.tion Club. 
E. Aeronautical Publications 
Aircraft l:J!&.• Im. aeronau tioal magazine, devoted to the in-
terests of ~viation development 1n the Midwestern territory. was an-
nounced in the summer of 1929 and the first issue was made in August, 
regular monthly issues being continued 1n1til December. In January, 
l~O, the company was morganized and has now resumed. tl:e _x.ublication 
of the m~zine. 
Chamber£?!:. Commerce •. The Chamber or Commerce organizations 
or both Kansas Cities publish bulletins and advertising literature con• 
cerning the cities as aviation centers and the development to date. 
?jewspapers. The Kansas City Star and the Kansas City ~ournal-
Post devote special sections to aviation in the Sunday editions. 
CHAPTER VIII 
SUMMARY 
The remarkable development 1n the aviation industry during 
the past three years has been unparalleled in. the history -of' transport-
ation. Although this expansion has been both rapid and spectacular. 
certain characteristics of the industry are clearly defined. 
A. General Characteristics ot the Aviation Industry 
Rapid expansion of any industry is likely to result in some
malad.Justmen t and such a. result is evident in a.via tion. Aeronautical 
·· comp?nies have been established irrespective ot" the economic f'actors 
which make f'or eff'icient operation or permanency ot the respective en-
terprises. Operations have frequently been financed in a haphazard 
manner• and much ot the activity has· been Characterized by short-
sighted policies. or this general condition., w. E. Boeing, a pioneer 
1n the development of' aeronautical. transport, recently said, "There 
has been a tendency to .finance new companies in response to the awak• 
ened public interest without taking into consideration their earning 
po~sibi;i: ti:est a.bill ty to co~ete in design or producti_ont and Without 
considering present limitations of the m.arket."1 
Spebulative Aspects. Even where tlle companies have been 
established under the most t'a:vorable circumstances, only small earn-
i11gs have been realized. Many deficits have been incurred and divi-
1. Airwa;y &m,, January, 1930, p. 43. 
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dends have been reported only in very tevt cases. Of f'1f'ty one compan• 
ies analyzed by Ppichon and Company in 1929. only ten reported any divi• 
dends-,since th~ beginning of operations. These dividends were not reg• 
ular in pa.l'lllent and in five cases had been :pa.id only o:t;1ce. It should 
also be noted tha.t tlese companies are representative of the larger oper-
ating- companies and not of the great number that actually make up the 
aviation industry. "No aeronautical investment yields a saf'e and satis-
. l 
factory return" continues the report.. .Yet an excess of' five hundred 
million dollars has been invested in the aviation industry within the 
' 2past two years. 
Hapid expansion or an industry in which eaxnings have.seldom 
been realized and in which deficits have more often resulted, indicates 
that the aviation industry has been financed almost entirely by specu-
lation~ All industries have· to an extent bean similar1y financed during 
the past f'ewyears, but speculation has been'particularly rite in the 
aeronautical field. The desire for huge proti ts such as were received by 
·the favored tew in the automobile and railroad industries, combined with 
community or civic air.enthusiasm have perhaps been responsible for the 
large amounts·· or capital made available to the aviation ihdutttry • 
.All phases of the aeronautical industry were acutely affected 
by the recent break of the stock market. New eapi taJ. ceased to flow 
into the industry; expansion programs were halted and in some cas·es 
operations ·ceased~ T.he' newly organized companies were unable to begin 
1. Ah@. AViat1on Industry, prepared 'by Pynchon and company in July, 
1929, P• a. 
2. Report gt, Commercial. National .Bank ~ I£ust Company; ot Hew York, 
July, 1929. 
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operatiori.~ and t11,0$e ·. companies.· ..al.ready operating were forced to. make · · 
raaical chang~s in their .general ~usiness policies. some authorities · ·· · 
believe .that this change marks tho passing of the· stage · or 11easy. cap- · · 
:ital" in aviation enterprise. In this connection~:. Lieutenant-command• 
er Frank Mead, u. s. N. retired, says, uThe public is about saturated 
with air securities., and the :flush of e.ir. enthusiasm will no longer 
carry·the·tinancial burden ,of consistent loss.n1 
· A .oonsi¢erable portion of the capital the. t has been invested 
1:tl. :the aviation industry has come trom the . community in which the res-
pective ,tiviat1Qri enterprises are located• th.at is, the cap! tal is 
local in character. Civic pride or civic enthusiasm has too ot'ten· 
been the.predominating factor.in making an.investment in aviation se-
cµrtt1es. l<Xl. excellent illustration Qt the local. character ot av.ie.t- · 
ion co.pi tal is ~e number of' airplane manufacturing companies and 
their Wide distribution over- the.United states. Another. but perhaps 
of .. less importance, is the number of' aeronautical schools which have 
been organized in so many ot the smaller. mun.i.cipa.li ties of. the Middle · 
;test. 
Air enthusiasm. and compet:.i tion between .cities for aviation 
.facilities nave no doubt accounted for niuoh ot the investment in the 
industry, but it should not be concluded that· all financing has been 
of the promotional.or sentimental type. Some ot the operating compan-
ies are soundly financed andef'f'iciently managed. The entrance ot the 
bankers in the field and the many mergers resulting have added· a cer-
.,
1 ..... AY.+a.tion, J'anu·ary 4 1 1930. 
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ta.in element of soundness to the .industry. At the close of' the year 
1929, four great- aviation groups had resulted from. _the mergers o:t the 
past few months. The companies in these groups are adequately f"~anced 
and are no doubt as so~ as ,,any concerns in a new industry •. Except . 
tor these groups• sometimes referred to as the "Big Four'*, most ot 'the 
I .. ,, ~ r ' • • ,,
companies now opera:~ing in all phases of the industry a.r,e local in 
cbaracter. 
Ih.q Obsolescence Factor. Some ot · the. problems of aviation 
have been considered from time to time in the course of this study. 
It has been noted tha~- l!lallY ot.t~ phase~ of the ~ndustry a.re still in 
an experimental sta.ge and tha~ few.definite policies have been adopted. 
'lhe automatic pilot · and the . racti.o directional beam are now realities 
· and will• without .qttestion• make soma changes in flying activities. 
The experiments with the Diesel engine are reported as sucoesGful in 
both this country and: EUrOpe. other improvemet?-ts of less importance 
are being made and.will add to the general ac;1v1ty.. The industry 1~ 
still so new that it is in a state of flux:. · No immediate radical 
change is expected by aeronautical engineers but impl."9vements .are
constant1y being made and present a real. problem in obsolescence. 
w. B. stout. president ot the stout Air Lines, recently said• '·'All 
1 present. day planes will be obcolete in two years.n . Itthe obsolescent 
factor is so great under ordinary devc]..opment, certainly the expen...; 
sive flying equipment of the companies. today cannot represent any-
considerable amount. ot permanent capital. 
1. .Aero Digest, AUgust, 1929,. 
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Apation m,1 ~ of the Great Industries. Any industry that 
has been so generally built on a chiefly speculative basis• most often 
local in character. and that is in such a stage oi' development that 
equipment becomes obsolete in a few months time, cannot Jiat be consid-
ered a great industry. The amount of' publicity that has been devoted 
to aviation ·has fostered the idea that the new industry .is one of the 
great present day industries. Of this general opinion, c. Roy Keys,
vice•presidmlt of the CUrtiss•Wright .Aeropl.ane and Motor Company, has 
-said,. uThe aeronautical industry today is not truly a great industry 
from the point of view of size or invested -capital. n1 
~bl.io Attitude .2!:, Aviation Personnel. '.Ihere has been, and 
still is, a feeling on the part or aviation men. that they and the 
aviation. industry are "separate and difterenttt. cons1dera.t1on has. been 
given above to the.disregard ot economic laws in financing and estab~ 
lisliing individual enterprises. The impression is conveyed that f'ly-
ing is a superh~an accomplishment; that something is mysterious about 
an airplane and the ability ~o pilot it. That such practices have be-
come all too general £or the good of the industry is evidenced by the 
opinions of some of the authorities on aviation. 
William .B. Ziff", in an editorial. in .aeronautics of December, 
1929. sqs: "The aeronautical industry has traveled too long on its 
ego." l3enJamin F. ·Castle, president of the Great Lake Aircraft Cor-
poration, - "1he country is sui"f"ering from an hallucination which has 
1. National~ Ac99ynta.nts• {msooiation By;t.letin. August 1, 1929, 
P• 1413. 
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been brought about through . the shortsighted doctrine or certain . post-
war e..via.tion leaders who sought.to convey the idea that it requires 
some sort or a superman to fly ah airplane.111 Aliother editorial. sum-
marizes this a.ttitUde ·111 the following words: 11 If the industry will 
lose a fraction of its smugness and: get rid of a f'ew of the childish 
.•sho1vs•· .encumbering its times, and. sell the ordinary traveler and 
shipper · on the values of aerial trans1)ort, it will have '~ a long 
. , ' . . . . 2step forward. towards solidifying 1 ts :pOaition. tt 
Huch has been a.coompl.1shed .in building up the airmindedness 
of, the public as is. shown by the increased use of aviation faeili ties,. 
but there is still a tendency for a.via tion · personnel t.o take the· pub-
lic only partially 1nto 1 ts confidence. · The wide publicity given to· 
aeronautical accidents is of course unfavorable but the attempt on the 
part of.aviation companies to withhold.and suppress the.facts results 
1n a .feeling. on the part of the potential air-using public that it has 
been .told· only part o:r the .truth about aviation. An illustration or 
this attitude on the part ot.a.viat~on companies 1a afforded by the re-
moval or the wreckage of the recent Kansas City disa.sterbetore an 1n• 
vestigation oould be made. 
B. status or the Industry in Kansas City 
The rapid expansion of aviation activities has been consid-
ered 1n preceding chapters. This expansion., as in many other centers, 
l. Aeronautics, December, 1929, ,~p •. 19 
2. Ibid. This position has also been taken by two ·ot the Kansas City 
executives. 
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is largely local in character, that is• the capital. and management are 
. . 1 
1n the main drawn t'rom Y~sas ci.ty and the immediate. territory:. 
MUnicipal Airport-,:. w1 th the exception. ot .the cost_ of the
surve:y: •. has been wholly f'inanced by Kansas :City, Missouri. commercial. 
Airways .field i.a owned by a closed corporation composed entirely of 
I 
local business men. Fair.fax Airport is under development by Woods 
Brothers, a Kansas City company concerned particularly with the devel-· 
. . ' . 
opment of· the ·immediate territory. A small amount of' stock in the air-
port was offered to the public but no information is available con• 
ceniing the amount ot ·this stock sold nor the general distribution of' 
the issue. Thus• the Kansas City Afn>orts · .. :are predominantly· local. in 
character both as regards capitai investment and management. ·The same 
. '
condition, as regards airports, it is believed, will be found ·1n an:y
other city. 
Ot the Kansas City airplane manuf~turing·companies, only 
one had its inception outside ot the city.· !his company, Reanvin Air• 
planes corporation, was organized · in · Salina, Kansas. where the · first 
ship was bu!lt. Associated with the company and reported to hold an 
equal interest w1 th Mr. Rearwin, is A. R. Jones, a st. I.t,uis oil man. 
When National Air Industries failed to meet the obligation on the 
factory building. at Fairfax, the building reverted to Mr. J'ones. The 
Rearwin factory was then moved into the building. 
The American Eagle, Butler, Inland, and Kansas City Struot-
1.. This does not mean that capital is wholly locat, but it does mean 
that the larger portion. ot it is derived from man affiliated w1 th 
Kansas City business and development. 
- :10s ... 
uraJ. Steel airplane manufacturing companies originated 1n ¥.ansas City 
and are f'inanced and controlled by K£l.nsas City cap1 tal. Those ·com-
·panies. organized but·,noi yet in production. and the Cook Glider man-
ufacturing dompeny, are entirely Kansas C1tyenterpr1ses. 
ihe aeronautical schools,. w1 th the ·exception or Ci.trtiss• 
Wright and Universal, are local. institutions. 1'he Bennett •. Art Goeb• 
el• Conso1ida.ted Air. Co1lege.,. Tuxhorn, ~d all welding schools were 
originated by Kansas City business men and are closely held end con-· 
trolled by local boards ot directors• 
Limited Fimd capi?,l Investment. The aeronautical compan-
ies•·· capital investment in permanent:.improvementa at Kansas City is 
rel.atively insignificant. nie Art'Goebel school owns a tract ot land. 
adJo1n1ng.Munic1pa]. Airport, on which a permanent'bu11ding has.been 
constructed. lhe Curtiss and Universal organizations have constructed 
permanent type·buildings on long•term leased-land at Fairfax Airport. 
The building ot the· Goebel school is used., exclusively tor school pur•
poses but those o-f. the latter companies ere:used tor all the.services 
provided by1he,respective organizations • 
. Landing fields for training· purposes are leased by all of. .. 
the schools •. With the exception of th.e_ three·, schools mentioned above, 
all school fe.cili ties,·, including office space and class roo~• are 
leased. The school equipment. other than flying,.. is seldom of any
particular value. Thus• fly1.ng eqU1pment represents about the only 
capital investment of any importance, and the actual investment in 
this is doubtful ,a,s will be shown in a succeeding section. 
curtiss and universal. have. permanen'(; investments in. the city~ Bredouw• 
· F..tlliard• a local establishment., bas constrnoted a modem building at 
Municipal A1.rport and.carries an, average inventory of $60.oOO of' air-
craft parts and re3)8.irs. 1he curtiss and . Universal services are oper-
Ated from.: the companies•·: bases in connection With their other aotivities. 
The aerial-~1 services represent no permanent investment 
~or .the operators. and.with the exception of the curti:ss•Wright -Flpng 
Service, ,are more or less -transient. Baunclers Fly-It-Yourself system .
was organized· in l{ansas City but oms no 1>roperty •. : except six airplanes, 
1.Ihe transport companies tor the most.part-are·not.KansaaCity 
organizati,ms, only one. United States .Airways, having been organized 
in the .,city by local.· men. .. The permanent capital invemtment ot these. 
companies w1thin the city".is. decidedly limited. · Universal Aviation 
corporation has one building at Fairfax Airport' tor the use of' all its 
services,: .. and National Air Transport recently purchased a. hangar at 
Municipal Aipport. · Westeni-Air .Express,. with its affiliated company, 
!lid-Continent Air Express:, owns a hangar at Municipal Airp.::,rt. Office 
space and' other ' terminal facilities are most. often leased. Flying 
equipma:n.t cannot uauaJ.ly be considered. a permanent· investment. tor -1 t 
' . '
·:ts- transferred tr.om one, term,.na1 to· another as required. 
The airplane manuf'acturing CQmpanies have perhaps made.more 
investment in permanent construction in Kansas City· then have any of 
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the other aeronautical activities. l\merice.n Eagle and Butler have 
modem factories;. Rearwin may be said to have 1 ts om factory build-
ing al.though not owned directly by the company. 
A consideration of these conditions seems to Justi:ry two 
principal conclusions: (1) that the development in Kansas City, with 
the exception of scheduled air transport services, has been the result 
of' local initiative and capital9 and. (2) that operating companies, 
with the exception of airplane manufacturers, have not invested any 
considerable amotm.t. ot what might be termed permanent ca.pi W in the 
city. 
IDJ1ld.ing .for .:tn.a. Fu;tun>- It should not be inferred from 
-these conclusions, however, that these are totally unfavorable condi-
tions and that Kansas City ·is the only center ·u:i which such conditions 
are found. In the fore part of this section the local characteristics 
of the en tire industry were shovm., It was no doubt necessary that 
such a condition result, and rather ihan constituting a disadvantage 
may ultimately prove to be decidedly advantageous, tor these locally 
~eveloped centers will be prepared f'or national development when such 
occurs. Unquestionably, much ot the oapital·expenditure in aviation 
has been made in preparing tor the future ~viatinn possibilities 
rather than· for present condmons. 
The fact that the present operating companies have made com-
paratively small investments in.permanent improvements -at Kansas City 
does not warrant the conclusion that the industry within the city is 
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wholly on a.tempor!U'Y basis., Some ct the. present opera.ting companies 
are no d.oubt.·temporary tmd ~ll. either discontinue.operations or·merge 
with: other companies in the next:, few months •. put other agencie~ have 
·made permanent improvements ,which are .ot lilUOh importance .to· the in• 
dus'try. 
The twoaippo1;ts, Municipal and.Fairfax, are numbered among 
1 the.best airport,.of. theUnited..,States. ·Jm.extens:1.ve·improvement· pro-
gram is planned, much of vbich is now '1n proc;ess; the United State$ 
Department· of. commerce has developed lighted .. airways; weather bureau 
stations have been established in the ci~y by. the federal. · government 
and.- private. transport companies.· .. A federal radio station. which broad• 
casts weathe~ ·data every .half' hour, has been 'located outside the ·city 
limits of. Kansas City, Mif?BOuri. These represent permanent improve-
:mentt"; that are. essential. to the industry. · 'lhey may .be termed basic· 
t.actors .ot (~rona.utical .activity •. , Investment, in such is :perhaps.of' 
more importance than investment by ,ope~ting companies as :required •. 
~ 2.t. cooperation :gong }w;iation companies. There. is. riot
~t :".aspt:l.t. de ;corps"• among the personnel ot the' various companies 
that could .be expected 1n an industry which is · so clearly ,depend.ent on 
the good. will. or the public. Complaints of, the oompet.itor,•:s methods,
his equipment end general. policies., are current. Mach suspicion ot 
unfair competition. ard. ulterior. motives -is entertained by some of .the
1. Interviews w1 th pilots including transport and air mail as well 
as local aviation men. 
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smaller enterprisers. 
There may be adequate reason tor dissensi<ln among the var-
ious entezprisers. In any.· industrial. undertaking there. will no doubt 
. be certain: unscrupulous 1ndividuals. who Will. countenance Wlfalr bus-
iness practices; but; whatever the cause. or ca.uses~ ·ot such dissen-
sion,· certainly an ettort sl1ould be made to foster more <>t a spi~ ot 
cooperation among the :aviation companies now operating 1n Kansas City. 
c. Appraisal ot the Study 
In!!f!.eguacy 2.t. 4pgormation. ~omation obtained in inter• 
. views h~s been checked, against published articles end. information sup• 
plied by the Departnient ot Connn~rce wherever possible •. Im. attempt has 
been made to interview men representing two different departments of 
the ~ous companies, tor_example. in a· factory ,_member of fu.e engin• 
eering staff' and the sales director or, __ genera.l mena.gE)r. The inform• 
ation_ ~~en 1n this report is, therefore, believed to be as _reliable 
as can be ob~ned under present ~ondi tions. 
Even with the utmost care, however, certain intormation may 
not be absolutely accurate. _For example, in. the section on flying 
schools, an attempt has been made- to determine the n~ber of planes 
used for instructional purposes. The number given by the represent• 
ative must be accep~ed tor there is no way of checking the accu.racy of 
the statement. The planes in.the school's hangar may belong to stu-
l. In justice it should be said that these complaints have mostly 
been voiced by subordinate off'icers and employees, except in the 
small co:q.cems where they came directly from the chief' executives. 
.; lll -
' 'dents or ,personnel ot the school. or private individuals and m~ be 
available tor'instructional purposes onl.y'in'case of emergency. 'The
ptobabil.ities are~that tew of' them are ever so,used. 
The flying equipment ,also varies trom one period to another. 
students sometim.es purchase.the training,planes ,on the completion of' 
their ,courses~ In the case o:r· the branch schools the equipment may be 
transferred from city to city as the need arises. Thus ·a comparison ,, 
based on flying equi:J?lllent may be misleading. 
Similar condii1ons,might 'l?e cited.in.the other phases of' ~e 
~ndustry ,8$ wel;. ,1be ,factory personnel varies with the amount, of' ex~ 
pe,rimental. work in process as, well as actual productio,n. Flying equip~ 
ment of the. transport companie~ is moved ft-om. terminal to terminal. as 
r,equired. Where a ~y otters ~everal. services, as do Universal ~ 
Curtiss-Wright. the equipment .. is seldom stationary at .f:UlY given.cen:ter. 
Averages have, ther~f'ore, b~en. obtained and presented for, 
whatever comparative advantage they might h~ve. It is doubtful. how-
ever, if" such a~ges in the prese11t fluct~ting state of the.aviat-
ion industry can be or lllUC~ 'value tor re~earch work. 
Questions rel,ative to the financial aspects of , the various 
companies,and their operating s~atus have been-~swered unsatisfa.ctc;,r-
ily, if ·at all, so that it has been impossible to secure any pertinent 
information concerning the financial set-up or operating statistics .. of' 
. (, ~ . . ' . , ' '
the various companies. In some cases· accurate information is not kept 
.~y the entl1ppris.es and in· none is· 8?0~ of such information a.~lable 
to the public to be ot any analytical value in a study of' this, ldnd. 
Several :factors .a.re believed.to account roe this condition: 
(l) No adequate accounting. records are yet in general use in the in-
dustry; (2) f'ew companies have earned. any return at- all and the major•:, 
1ty can be said to have;operated at .a loss so that accurate .financial 
information would serve to curtail new ca.pi tal coming into the indUGt-
rg. (it has already been menti-oned that the industry has been. almost· 
wholly dependent on speculative capital);: (3.) the av:Lation companies 
receive so ma:ny..inquiries.· concerning services· and operating s~tistios 
that it.is impossible to supply such.information without considerable 
otf'ice expensel (4) some of the companies are so: recen~;Ly qrganized 
that fac111tiea t:or providing such 1ntorma.tion have not been developed; 
and (5) a ~ew ot the exeoutives see little or n<> pu,rpose ·in a study
eoncemed wilh .the analyzing ot, the present. industry. 
It is._to be, ;regretted. that adequate opera.ting statistic~ are 
not to be .obtained. for no thorough _report can b.e made or hastily made 
estimates em. surface indications. 
time ot the most serious depression ~t experienced 1n :the aviation in-
dustry and 1 t is possible that :the pos1 'fi1on ot the various aero11autice.J. 
companies has been revealed to the investigator in the most untaV()rable 
circumstances. However, the present posi.tion dui ot. utmost importe;noe 
1. Forty per cent ot' ·the ~orrespond.ence ·received by .the American FAg1e·
Company. is estimated to be or the school boy curi os1 ty type.. This 
company• however, attempts to answer all inquiries for 1 t considers 
that such a p_olicy- builds up good ·w111. 
tor. the ability 'ot. the ,individual concerns to weatherihe depression,. 
period and be .prepared :for an ,increased business 'When the recoveey . : 
comes Will to a. large extent detmmn1ns .the .permanency ot the industry
,tn· a·.g1ven center •. 
A prediction as ta i'he .future of aeronautical activities 
either 1n Katl.$as. City· or in the nation is impossible. · .The basis of 
an. industry has· been established:; ad.equate leadership 1»111 now deter-
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